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Abstract
Organic-inorganic perovskites have attracted the interest of the research community
for their use as absorber materials in photovoltaic devices and, more generally, as
semiconductors with exceptional electronic properties. While the efficiencies of these
solar cells have seen a strong rise in recent years, the understanding of physical processes of this material is still limited and devices face stability issues. Many dynamic
phenomena, like current-voltage hysteresis, have been attributed to mobile ions and
their interaction with charge carriers [1]. Additionally, charge carrier trap states
are known to have a strong impact on carrier dynamics. While crystal defects have
been identified as an origin of these phenomena, the specific defect type resulting in
mobile ions, trap states, or both is still under investigation. Since both ion migration and charge carrier trapping are influenced by common material modifications,
a correlation between them seems possible and could provide information on their
origin, as well as their role during device operation [1, 2].
In this work, the effects of defect modifications on trap states and ion migration
properties were investigated via electrical measurements on solar cells with the prototypical CH3 NH3 PbI3 (MAPbI3 ) as active layer. The energetic distribution of
charge carrier trap states is studied using thermally stimulated currents [3] and thermal admittance spectroscopy [4], which allow the evaluation of energetic depth and
density of electronic trap states. Temperature-dependent impedance spectroscopy
and analysis of the frequency-dependent conductivity are used to extract activation
energies for the movement of ionic charges in the material [5]. Both techniques are
used to study MAPbI3 solar cells and show at least one deep trap state and one
mobile ionic species.
The variation of stochiometry and addition of rubidium as an extrinsic modifier are
used to target point defects in the material, which reveals the addition of at least
one deep trap state and another mobile ionic species for rubidium incorporation.
Measurements across the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition of MAPbI3
for perovskite cells with surface passivation indicate an intimate connection of the
polarization current and the film surface. The persistence of the measured electronic
trap states upon surface modification implies that the detected defects originate from
the bulk of the perovskite film.
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Zusammenfassung
Korrelation zwischen Ionenmigration und den Eigenschaften elektronischer
Fallenzustände in Metall-Halogenid Perowskiten
Als Halbleiter mit außergewöhnlichen optoelektronischen Eigenschaften werden metallorganische Perowskite seit einigen Jahren als Absorbermaterialien in Solarzellen
verwendet. Trotz der überragenden Steigerung der erreichten Wirkungsgrade sind
die physikalischen Prozesse in diesem lösungsprozessierten Material noch nicht ausreichend geklärt und seine Instabilität beschränkt die industriellen Anwendungsmöglichkeiten.
Für viele der dynamischen Prozesse, wie die hystereseähnlichen Effekte in StromSpannungs-Messungen, werden mobilen Ionen im Perowskit und deren Interaktion
mit Ladungsträgern verantworlich gemacht. Zudem haben energetische Fallenzustände einen starken Einfluss auf die Ladungsträgerdynamik im Material. Obwohl Kristalldefekte als Ursprung beider Phänomene identifiziert wurden, sind die
genauen Arten der Defekte, die mobile Ionen, Fallenzustände oder beides zur Folge
haben, Gegenstand aktueller Forschung. Da sowohl die Ionenmigration als auch die
Rekombination über Fallenzustände durch Veränderungen des Materials beeinflusst
werden, ist eine Korrelation zwischen ihnen denkbar. Diese könnte Aufschluss über
deren Ursprünge und Einfluss auf den Betrieb der Solarzelle geben.
In dieser Arbeit wird der Einfluss einer gezielten Modifikation der Defekte auf die
charakteristischen Eigenschaften von Fallenzuständen und Ionenmigration mit elektrischen Messmethoden untersucht. Dabei werden Solarzellen mit dem PrototypPerowskit CH3 NH3 PbI3 (MAPbI3 ) als aktiver Schicht betrachtet, wobei deren Zusammensetzung und Oberfläche verändert wird. Durch die Messung thermisch stimulierter Ströme und thermischer Admittanzspektroskopie ist es möglich, die energetische Verteilung der Fallenzustände zu bestimmen, woraus deren energetische
Tiefe und Dichte festgestellt werden kann. Die energetische Verteilung der elektronischen Fallenzustände wird durch das Messen thermisch stimulierter Ströme und
thermischer Admittanzspektroskopie bestimmt, die es möglich machen, die energetische Tiefe und Dichte der Fallenzustände festzustellen. Zusätzlich wird temperaturabhängige Impedanzspektroskopie vewendet, um mittels der daraus bestimmten
Wechselstrom-Leitfähigkeit die Aktivierungsenergie der Ionenmigration zu bestimmen. Beide Messmethoden werden auf MAPbI3 -Solarzellen angewandt und zeigen
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reproduzierbar mindestens einen tiefen Fallenzustand und eine Art von mobile Ionen.
Durch die Veränderung der Stöchiometrie und den Zusatz von Rubidium als extrinsische Modifikation werden Punktdefekte im Perowskit-Kristall einer Untersuchung
zugänglich gemacht, was zu mindestens einem zusätzlichen tiefen Fallenzustand
führt und einen weiteren Weg der Ionenmigration eröffnet. Mithilfe von Oberflächenmodifikationen werden speziell die Defekte an der Oberfläche des Kristalls untersucht, wodurch sich Hinweise auf einen engen Zusammenhang zwischen der Oberfläche und dem Polarisationsstrom beim orthorhombisch-tetragonalen Phasenübergang von MAPbI3 ergeben. Da trotz Oberflächenpassivierung die gleichen Fallenzustände detektiert werden, lässt sich daraus schließen, dass es sich um Defekte im
Volumen des Kristalls handelt.
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List of Abbreviations and Natural Constants
Ag

Silver

C60

C60 – Ih [5,6]Fullerene

CB

Conduction Band

DMF

Dimethylformamide

ETL

Electron Transporting Layer

ε0

Vacuum Permittivity, ε0 = 8.854 187 817 × 10−12 F/m

FF

Fill Factor

HTL

Hole Transporting Layer

IS

Impedance Spectroscopy

ITO

Indium Tin Oxide

JSC

Short-Circuit-Current Density

JV

Current-Density-Voltage

kB

Boltzmann Constant,
kB = 1.380 648 52 × 10−23 J/K = 8.617 330 3 × 10−5 eV/K

LiF

Lithium Fluoride

MAI

Methylammonium iodide

MAPI, MAPbI3

Methylammonium Lead Triiodide

MPP

Maximum Power Point

Pb

Lead

PCE

Power Conversion Efficiency

PEDOT:PSS

Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesolfonate)

PL

Photoluminescence

PLQE

Photoluminescence Quantum Efficiency

PT

Phase Transition

PV

Photovoltaic

q

Elementary Charge, q = 1.602 176 6 × 10−19 C

Rb

Rubidium

SbSI

Antimony Sulfoiodide

(FE)SEM

(Field Emission) Scanning Electron Microscopy

TSC

Thermally Stimulated Current

VB

Valence Band
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XRD

X-Ray Diffraction
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KAPITEL 1

Introduction and Motivation
Our current society is more dependent on energy and specifically electrical energy
than ever before. Presently climate change is a central concern, demonstrated by
195 countries signing the Paris Agreement in 2015 and committing themselves to
limit global warming below 2 ◦C [6]. A key challenge to society, politics, and science
is thus to use, promote, and research new and efficient ways to fulfil the energetic
needs, while reducing the negative impact on the environment. During one year
the sun delivers around 40 thousand times more power to our planets surface than
was consumed in 2017 globally [7, 8]. Solar photovoltaic technologies allow for the
direct conversion of solar energy to electricity and thus provide a convenient energy
source, with much-reduced environmental impact in comparison to fossil fuels, such
as oil, coal, and gas.
But only 1.9 % of global electricity production was supplied by solar photovoltaic
(PV) technology in 2017, suggesting that the PV industry is still far from the possibilities it offers [8]. The understanding of semiconductors, which are exceptional
absorbers in photovoltaic devices, can not only serve as a route to low-cost, industrially produced solar modules, which could win-over those parts of society sticking to
fossil fuels due to their lower price. It can also advance the development of concepts
(for example tandem and multi-junction cells), that promise higher efficiencies and
lower the environmental impact of fabrication, which has been noted as a concern
[9]. Low-temperature, solution-processed solar cell materials promise such low-cost
fabrication and present interesting and challenging optoelectronic properties, which
stimulate innovative research.
In recent years inorganic-organic perovskites were discovered as a promising absorber
material and have achieved power conversion efficiencies above 20 % within only a
few years of research [10, 11]. Methylammonium lead iodide perovskite (MAPbI3 ),
which has been applied as a prototypical material in photovoltaic applications, illustrates the advantages of these materials. It has a direct band gap of Eg = 1.63 eV
[12], allowing for absorption of most of the visible light range with the potential of
tuning this value to suit specific applications. Additionally, this material has a sharp
absorption edge, high absorption coefficient, and high defect tolerance. Lastly, it
promotes efficient charge separation [13–15]. Polycrystalline MAPbI3 films, as employed in solar cells, also exhibit a complex material response upon illumination and
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the application of biases – in other words under solar cell working conditions – which
has made perovskites such an interesting challenge for the research community [1,
16, 17]. The observed short-term dynamic effects and long-term degradation (and
possible, partial regeneration) have been linked to crystal defects, which are the
common origin of electronic trap states and mobile ions in the ionic perovskite material [1, 17–19]. These defect-related phenomena are the main concepts to explain
the complex temporal response under device operation. Due to their joint appearance and dependence on film and device architecture modifications, a correlation
between ion migration and trap states is possible and could provide understanding
of their contribution to conduction processes and origins. The focus of this work is
set on the presentation of experimental methods to characterize both effects, as well
as their comparison and application to film and surface modifications in MAPbI3
solar cells.
The energetic distribution of charge carrier trap states is studied using thermally
stimulated currents (TSC) and thermal admittance spectroscopy. TSC is also capable of resolving polarization currents occurring at the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal
phase transition of MAPbI3 [20]. Activation energies for the movement of ionic
charges in the material are extracted via analysis of the AC conductivity measured
in temperature-dependent impedance spectroscopy (IS). Both techniques are used to
study perovskite solar cells, which are modified to specifically target defects. Changing the stochiometry and adding rubidium as a cation-substitute into the MAPbI3
precursor addresses point defects in the bulk of the crystal (section 4.3). Modifications of perovskite film surface and the interface to the top layer address defects on
the film surface and at grain boundaries (section 4.4). TSC and IS measurements
elucidate the influence of these modifications on ion migration, trap state properties
and polarization effects and increase the understanding of the elementary processes
governing the complex behavior of the perovskite material.
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Fundamental Concepts
This chapter introduces the fundamental concepts used in this work and the relevant
properties determined to characterize the studied ion migration and electronic trap
states. A more detailed overview on both effects can be found in [15], while a
more detailed introduction to solar cell operation, also using hybrid perovskites,
can be found in numerous textbooks such as [11]. This chapter briefly introduces
the use of metal-halide perovskites in solar cells in section 2.1, presenting their
crystal structure, electronic properties, and defects, before highlighting concepts of
ion migration in section 2.2 and trap states in section 2.3 in these absorber materials.

2.1 Hybrid Perovskite Solar Cells
In principle many semiconductor materials can be used as active layers in solar cells,
their quality and applicability for this purpose can be judged amongst many other
factors by their theoretical efficiency limits [21], influenced by the band gap position,
as well as the the cost and effort necessary for their fabrication.
The longest standing competitors in solar cell developement are purely inorganic
semiconductors such as silicon (Si, with a band gap energy (Eg ) at 300 K of Eg =
1.12 eV [22], record power conversion efficiency (PCE) of a single junction 27.6 %
[10]) and gallium arsenide (GaAs, Eg = 1.42 eV [11], record PCE single junction
27.8 % [10]). Their development has benefitted from the use of these materials in
other technological applications and areas, especially in the case of silicon, in semiconductor industry, prominently in circuits, sensors, regulators, and devices for the
computer industry. The fabrication of these established technologies usually includes
high-temperature (>> 100 ◦C) or other high-effort production steps, whereas new
technologies, like hybrid perovskites, promise solution-processed or vapor-assisted
fabrication with much lower energy consumption due to low-temperature processing, which offer the potential of reduced costs and easy scalability.
As a much discussed contender in the research on new materials for photovoltaic
applications, solution-processed solar cells based on organic-inorganic (and more
recently fully inorganic) perovskite materials have emerged, reaching up to 23.3 %
[10] PCE recently and surpassing single junction multicrystalline silicon solar cells
in certified lab conditions [10, 22]. The popularity of perovskite solar cells can be
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attributed to different factors including the relatively straightforward fabrication
process and use of materials readily available in laboratories specialized on new and
organic materials, as well as the relatively fast rise in easily achievable efficiencies up
to around 10 %, quickly surpassing many purely organic devices [10]. The physical
processes responsible for their remarkable operation are the topic of many discussions
along with a substantial amount of publications in the last years, but are still not
fully understood and prone to contradictions as well as frequent changes of popular
opinion or the development of new theories and models. Despite the quick advance in
power conversion efficiency, the device performance has not yet reached theoretical
limits [19] and cells suffer from instability and long-term degradation [18]. Defects
in the bulk, at the surface of the perovskite material, and at interfaces are a possible
source of these unwanted effects and are the common origin of the two main concepts
studied in this work, ion migration and electronic trap states. On one hand, defects
in ionic crystal structures are the cause of ionic charges, which can be mobile inside
the film, a common effect in perovskite oxides [23, 24]. Ion migration has been
speculated to be the origin of instabilities, degradation, and dynamic phenomena
(hysteresis, phase segregation, PL quenching etc.) in perovskite solar cells [1, 17].
On the other hand the existence of charge carrier trap states caused by defects of the
crystal structure introducing electronic states within the band gap. This can have
detrimental effects on power harvesting and reduce important efficiency parameters,
such as the open-circuit voltage [19]. Structural defects are common for crystals with
reduced crystallinity, especially for solution-processed polycrystalline materials, and
the related trap states have been a common topic in semiconductor research [22, 25,
26].

2.1.1 Solar Cell Operation
Solar cells rely on the absorption of photons and the transfer of their energy to charge
carriers, as well as the efficient extraction of these carriers to a biased external circuit.
This is most commonly achieved by an active layer for absorption in a pn-(or p-i-n-)
junction which allows photogenerated carriers to be extracted via the drift-diffusion
processes governed by that junction. The basic architecture of a perovskite-based
solar cell is depicted in Fig. 2.1(a), with the schematic of the band structure across
the junction depicted in Fig. 2.1(b). A p-i-n- junction, which is chosen here as an
inclusive example, in principle consists of three layers: a typically p-doped or electron
transporting layer, a layer of an intrinsic semiconductor, and an n-doped or hole
transporting layer. If brought into direct contact, the Fermi-levels of these materials
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.1. (a) Sketch of a possible perovskite solar cell architecture and (b) energetic landscape. Image adapted from [15].

align and due to their different transport properties for positive/negative charges
the drift-diffusion of carriers in this junction results in a built-in field. Additional
carriers, introduced by an external circuit or the excitation of charges, are influenced
by the combination of the built-in field and any external field, which will result in
a drift current. In the solar cells used here, light enters through the transparent
contact layer (here indium tin oxide, ITO) and is absorbed by the perovskite layer,
where electrons are excited from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band
(CB), leaving behind positively charged holes. These are separated in the presence
of sufficient thermal energy and the built-in field formed by the aforementioned
junction, if the binding energy of the electron-hole-pair (exciton binding energy)
is sufficiently low, which has been established for the studied perovskite at room
temperature [27]. The electron transporting layer (C60 ), due to a selective energy
offset as depicted in Fig. 2.1(b) only allows transport of electrons, whereas the layer
on the other side (PEDOT:PSS) transports holes. Their specific properties allow
the formation of the junction. The separated electrons and holes leave the solar cell
through the contact layers and are extracted to provide voltage in a load circuit,
which allows power conversion from the incident light into electrical energy. The
exact nature of the junctions included in perovskite solar cells is still under debate,
since possible mobile defects have been proposed to contribute to a doping in parts
of the perovskite layer and are well-known to impact the internal electric field (see
section 2.2) [28].

2.1. HYBRID PEROVSKITE SOLAR CELLS
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2.1.2 Inorganic-Organic Perovskites for Optoelectronic Applications
As a novel material hybrid perovskite materials were first used as a sensitizer in dyesensitized solar cells in 2009 [29]. They were later discovered to be an exceptionally
good active layer, equipped with an ideal band gap, absorbing most of the visible
range with a sharp absorption edge [12, 13]. Due to their low exciton binding,
reported in the range of several meV at room temperature, they allow for good charge
seperation, especially in direct comparison to other solution-processed materials
(such as organic materials and donor-acceptor blends) [27, 30–32]. Additionally
they exhibit a high defect tolerance and long lifetimes, high mobilities, and diffusion
lengths and quickly surpassed the efficiency expectations of the research community
[14]. The understanding of the basis for this good performance remains a challenge
a large number of researchers are working on.
Perovskite denominates a crystal structure of the form ABX3 , originally discovered
in CaTiO3 by Gustav Rose [33], which is employed using both organic and inorganic
components for use in optoelectronic applications. The typical material, which is
also studied in this project, is methylammonium lead iodide (CH3 NH3 PbI3 , MAPbI3
or MAPI for short), nowadays followed by a number of closely related compounds
(mixed cation MAx FA1 – x PbI3 , purely inorganic CsPbI3 , etc.). In general, perovs-

Fig. 2.2. Schematic illustration of the perovskite crystal structure with the typical components of metal halide perovskites used in optoelectronic applications. Image
used with permission from [15].

kite is a cubic ionic crystal built from three constituents in the characteristic 1:1:3
ratio. In the case of MAPI it consists of one (heavy) center atom (lead, Pb), one
large cation (methylammonium+ , CH3 NH3 + or MA+ for short), and three lighter
anions (halides/iodide− , I – ). The perovskite-type crystal structuring of such a ratio of ingredients is depicted in Fig. 2.2. The constituents and their size and mass
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have to be chosen carefully to achieve a stable crystal structure with the desired
optoelectronic properties [34].
Halide anions are placed at the corners of octahedra around the heavy lead centers.
Organic cations are placed in the voids of these octahedra in the center of a cube
formed with the lead atoms as corners. This crystal structure can be used to calculate the energetic landscape a free carrier experiences in the material [12]. The
energetic landscape results in a conduction band and valence band, similar to purely
inorganic semiconductors, mostly dominated by the inorganic components, tunable
via substitution of components, for example by changing the size and composition
of the cation [34]. The band gap of typical MAPI perovskite is calculated to be
around 1.63 eV [12], resulting in photoluminescence expected around 780 nm and a
sharp absorption edge, with almost no absorption above 825 nm [35]. These calculations are based on an ideal, infinite crystal, without any defects, which is only an
approximation of the polycrystalline film actually fabricated. Some considerations
on defects and their possible consequences are presented in the following sections
2.2 and 2.3.
The studied MAPI perovskite has three known crystal phases, starting at low temperatures with an orthorhombic phase below around 160 K followed by a tetragonal
phase around 160 K to 330 K and a cubic phase for higher temperatures [20, 36].
These phase transitions present changes in the crystal structure and can (but do
not have to) influence solar cell performance and any physical parameters [20, 37].
In this work the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition has to be taken into
account, as it is regularly crossed in thermally stimulated current measurements
(also see [20] and section 3.5.3). The MAPI-perovskite used in this work is fabricated closely following the method reported in [38] and presented in section 3.1.2. It
exhibits the aforementioned crystal structure, assisted by a small amount of chloride
as an additional halide, which is expected to leave the film during annealing and
only aids the formation of compact films [39].

2.1.3 Influence of Defects on Solar Cell Operation
Defects are generally imperfections in the periodic crystal structure caused by misarrangement of constituents of the crystal. These increasingly occur when moving
from single-crystalline to more cost-effective, disordered semiconductors and remain
a challenge even in established PV technologies, such as multicrystalline silicon [22,
chapters 1.2 and 2.7]. The low-temperature, solution-processing of materials like hy-
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brid perovskites also results in a relatively high density of defects [25, 40]. Defects
can be classified as extrinsic, formed by inclusion of foreign atoms or molecules, or
intrinsic, formed by structural or point defects of the crystal lattice of the material. Point defects are imperfections in the unit cell of the ideal crystal, which are
typically used to calculate the formation energies and their effects on the material
properties as shown in the following sections 2.2 and 2.3. Common point defects
are vacancies (unoccupied lattice sites), antisites (atoms or molecules occupying the
wrong lattice site), and interstitials (atoms or molecules occupying a lattice site,
which is not occupied in the ideal unit cell). Additionally there can be structural
defects, like grain boundaries and dislocations, which are imperfections on the larger
scale. The amount of detrimental effects introduced by grain boundaries or possible
beneficiary effects counteracting this in solar cell operation, is currently under debate (see [15, p. 25ff.] for summary and references). Defects in ionic semiconductor
materials, such as hybrid perovskite, are the common origin of both central concepts
in this work: Mobile ions and charge carrier trap states [1, 15]. Using these concepts
the influence of defects on the solar cell performance can be examined and targeting
defects is a common method to increase solar cell performance and study related
dynamic and degradation effects [41–43].
For hybrid perovskite devices, some extraordinary effects and deviations from usual
solar cell behavior have been observed, which can be explained by the effects of
defects amongst other concepts like possible ferroelectricity or photon-recycling (see
[15] for further explanations on these). One well-discussed effect is the currentvoltage hysteresis, which describes a pronounced difference in curve shape of the
current-voltage (J-V) characteristic and extracted solar cell parameters for different
scan directions, a phenomenon dependent on both the scanning rate and the previous illumination amongst many other factors of sample history and fabrication [16,
44]. This is caused by a slow transient response of the material on timescales of
microseconds to hundreds of seconds [45–47]. The commercialization of perovskite
solar cells is also inhibited by short- and long-term performance degradation effects,
which are in part reversible and non-reversible [48]. Device performance is also inherently linked to defects via their influence on recombination kinetics and thus loss
mechanisms as explained further in section 2.3 [40]. Both ion migration and trap
states have been shown to influence or be a possible origin of these effects [1, 17, 25,
26]. The study and understanding of defects, as well as the related concepts of ion
migration and trap states is thus central in the understanding of charge extraction
and solar cell performance.
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2.2 Ion Migration and Mixed Conduction
Perovskite is an ionic crystal structure, so the bonds between the constituents (MA,
Pb, I) are ionic in nature, resulting in anions (I – ) and cations (MA+ , Pb2+ ) via
redistribution of the electrons supplied by the constituents. In many ionic materials,
some ions are mobile and can contribute to, or even dominate charge transport. The
ions are charges set apart from electrons or holes, by a different mass, size, charge,
and migration pathways and the energetic landscape in which they move [1, 15].
One common and historic example for an ion conductor is AgI, in which positively
charged silver interstitials redistribute in the material according to external fields
[49].
The movement of ions in solids is commonly characterized by the ionic conductivity
and is dependent on the density of ions, the ionic charge as well as the ionic mobility
µion . The diffusion coefficient Dion for ion migration relates to the mobility via the
Einstein relation
Dion =

kB T
µion (T )
q

(2.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and q the elementary
charge. One significant difference between the migration of ionic charges and the
movement of electronic charge carriers in any material is the energetic landscape
in which they move and the type of conduction or migration one can attribute to
this landscape. In the case of electronic charge carriers the energetic landscape
is determined by the crystal structure of the semiconductor crystal, determining
the valence and conduction bands in which carriers move freely in band transport,
if not trapped in defect states (see section 2.3). In the case of ionic motion the
landscape is determined by the crystal structure as well, but since ionic charges
are specifically assigned to one crystal site (f. ex. a vacancy, interstitial or antisite),
their energetic landscape is given by their spatial position within the lattice [15,
50]. If a mobile ion is moving throughout the perovskite lattice, some positions
are energetically favorable in comparison to others, depending on the interaction
with the surrounding crystal lattice. For the movement of an ion in an assumed
static crystal lattice this will result in a mechanism commonly described by a type
of hopping, from favorable site to favorable site, surpassing energetic barriers of a
certain height with each hop, which is shown schematically in Fig. 2.3. This hopping
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Fig. 2.3. (a) Schematic representation of mobile defects such as vacancies and interstitials
and (b) proposed energetic landscape for a positively (white) and negatively
(blue) charged ion in perovskite. Image used with permission from [15].

conduction is described by a temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient of
Dion (T ) = D0 exp(

−Ea
).
kB T

(2.2)

The energetic barrier is characterized by the activation energy Ea for ion migration
and depends on the type of ion moving through the crystal lattice as it is strongly
influenced by the interaction of this specific ion with the crystal lattice, resulting in
a different amount of required lattice distortions. Fig. 2.3 shows the energy landscape with the activation energy for positive and negative ion movement between
two electrodes. Theoretical calculations to determine ion migration activation energies and thus determine the likelihood of candidates for mobile ions, include density
functional theory calculations and molecular dynamic simulations [51]. Experimental approaches use a multitude of techniques to quantify ion migration or allow for
relative comparisons.
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2.2.1 Ion Migration in Hybrid Perovskites
In perovskite-type oxides, oxygen defects also greatly contribute to the conduction
process and some inorganic metal-halide perovskites have also been reported to exhibit ionic conduction, long before similar perovskites were used in photovoltaic
applications [23, 24, 52]. In this context the existence of ionic conduction in the
hybrid perovskites studied here is an easy deduction, which has been employed as
the explanation for many effects observed in hybrid perovskite solar cells [1]. The
migration of ions through the material can lead to the accumulation of ionic charges
at the interfaces upon biasing, which will change the field acting on charge carriers
inside the film [53, 54]. This introduces a “fast” dynamic effect of ion migration
on the timescale of seconds, rearranging the fields during a voltage sweep and thus
strongly affecting reported solar cell parameters, introducing the necessity of uniform measurement protocols [16, 44]. The movement of ions is also proposed as the
origin of slower dynamic effects, such as slow reversible degradation of device performance under operating conditions, which can be recovered after dark storage for
several hours [48]. The study of ion migration is thus elemental in further research
of perovskites for photovoltaic applications, due to its direct influence on device
operations [1, 15].
Among the techniques used to quantify ion migration in perovskites are temperaturedependent measurements of effects, which are likely to be caused by ion migration
(current-voltage hysteresis [55], chronoamperometry [56], transient photovoltage decay [2], transient capacitance [51]), spatially resolved probe methods (f.ex. KPFM,
[57, 58]) or conductivity (either by direct current, DC, or alternating current, AC)
measurements [5, 59–61]. Any of these measurements may include artifacts or even
full-on overlap and interaction with other effects such as detrapping of electronic
carriers in trap states, which can influence mobilities, or possible ferroelectric effects
assisting charge transport, which could interact with ion migration, even though
typical timescales are smaller than for ion migration [1, 18, 62].
In metal halide perovskites the diffusion coefficient is extracted as a value of around
10−11 cm2 /Vs to model current-voltage-hysteresis, driven by a slow ion migration
[53, 54]. This slow diffusion coefficient sufficient to model hysteresis opposes other
reports of much faster mobilities reported in the wide range of 10−11 cm2 /Vs to
10−6 cm2 /Vs [5, 56, 63–65]. These values, together with the interplay with electronic
charges and defect formation, can be connected to the complex transient response
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on timescales of 10−3 s to 103 s observed in perovskite solar cells, which could also
point to more than one migrating ionic species [46–48].
As seen from the number of publications mentioned above, the study of ion migration in perovskites for PV applications is subject of a large number of research
projects and publications, which sometimes employ very different models and draw
contradictory conclusions. A good overview on the current status of the discussion is
given in the articles by Tress [1] and Walsh and Stranks [17]. A summary of activation energies for ion migration determined by different methods is f. ex.given in [51]
and in [15], forming the basis of Tab. 2.1. Here, additionally, some estimates for the
Proposed Ion
−
I−
i , VI
+
−
MAi , VMA
I–
Ion
MA+
Ion
Ion
Li+ in solid electrolytes
for lithium ion batteries
Oxgen
in
LaBO3 perovskite

Method
Theoretical
Theoretical
DC
DC
AC
AC
AC
multiple

Ea (meV)
80 - 580
460 - 1120
314-341
130
230
520
720
300-600

References
[50, 55, 56, 63, 66]
[50, 55, 56, 66]
[55]
[59]
[5]
[67]
[67]
[68]

multiple

500- 900

[52]

Tab. 2.1. Overview of reported activation energies for MAPI, summarizing theoretical
results, highlighting experimental results using AC and DC methods and some
other materials for comparison. Based on values collected in [51] and [15].

activation energies in other ionic materials and oxide perovskites are given, which
allow situating the results for hybrid perovskite among established ionic conductors.
Highlighting the results extracted from direct current (DC) and alternating current
(AC) measurement techniques facilitates the comparison to the AC technique used
in this work.
One central point of debate in the ABX3 perovskite research community is still the
nature and origin of the mobile ion, with all constituents (A-site cation, halide Xsite anion and even the heavy B-site cation) noted as the proposed mobile species
in recent literature [1, 48, 69–72]. Both experimental and theoretical approaches
present a considerable range in reported values for the activation energy, seen in Tab.
2.1. Nevertheless amongst calculations there seems to be a trend suggesting that the
lead cation with a high activation energy is likely not migrating at room temperature,
while iodide vacancies and interstitials are the most mobile with activation energies
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in the range of 80 meV to 580 meV (see Tab. 2.1) [56]. Beyond that any distinction
is difficult, since the calculated activation energies for I- and MA-related species are
very similar and overlap.
Methods to track ion migration and extract activation energies often suffer from the
overlap with other effects, for example the temperature-activated formation of defects and the interaction with grains and grain boundaries. Studying ion migration
via targeted modification of the perovskite film often also induces signifcant changes
in the film or device, for example targeting grain size, pinholes, defects or degradation [1, 73]. It is thus necessary to use a technique which allows at least some
deconvolution of these overlapping effects to extract the contributions of mobile ions
and determine their properties, or at least gain relative information within a study
via comparison of equally extracted parameters. In this work AC measurements
of the impedance spectra of full solar cells are used to determine the frequencydependent conductivity at different temperatures. This allows for an analysis of the
full conductivity spectrum of the perovskite solar cell, in which certain features could
be linked to ionic conduction. Their temperature-dependence is analyzed to extract
activation energies, while other features can be identified as overlapping effects or
measurement artifacts [74, 75]. A more detailed description of conductivity spectra,
the features, and their connection to ionic conduction can be found in section 3.6.2.
Even though the characterization of ion migration and extraction of valid activation energies is still a challenge and the aforementioned problems cannot be fully
excluded from any analysis, a method to perform comparisons amongst different
samples and to literature is needed. Here, the activation energy is extracted from
specific parts of the conductivity spectra, in order to reduce the amount of overlap. Measurements on ten reference samples are included to present the variation in
reproducibility and quantitative results.

2.3 Charge Carrier Trap States
The energetic landscape determining the behavior and movement of electronic charge
carriers in a semiconductor is governed by the band structure. It is approximated
from the ideal crystal structure, via the overlap of the electronic orbitals of the constituents, as well as their interaction. Independent of defects and impurities, the
ideal crystal structure determines the conduction and valence band of a semiconductor, such as perovskite [12]. Introducing these changes into the ideal structure
changes the band structure of the material and the energetic landscape for charge
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carriers. One common effect is the appearance of trap states in the band gap between the valence and conduction band. Defects or impurities provide these additional states. The specific energy difference Et , separating them from the bands,
determines their nature and the extent of their influence on processes in the material
and in turn on solar cell operation. A shallow trap state is energetically close to
the band edge (conduction or valence band minimum), with an energy difference of
around or below kB T , while deep trap states have a larger energy difference, often
lying closer to the middle of the band gap [76], as depicted in Fig. 2.4.
Once a carrier is bound to one of these trap states, it no longer contributes to
the conduction in the valence or conduction band and has to be released back into
the respective band to do so. For shallow traps this readily happens via thermal

Fig. 2.4. Schematic of shallow traps and deep traps and their energy levels in between
valence and conduction band. Shallow trap states are characterized by a relative
energy distance smaller than or equal to the thermal energy Et ≈ kB T , while
deep traps are closer to the middle of the band gap with Et >> kB T . The same
mechanism is valid for defects close to the VB edge. Image used with permission
from [15].

energy especially at room temperature, where most of the shallowly trapped carriers
will get detrapped easily. This leads to a continuous trapping and detrapping of
carriers, which will decrease carrier mobility, but has a limited influence on power
conversion in a solar cell. The alternative to detrapping, which usually occurs for
deeply trapped carriers is recombination, where the carrier recombines with a carrier
of opposite sign in an often non-radiative, monomolecular process (Shockley-ReadHall recombination [77]) [78]. Naturally this process is not beneficiary to solar
cell operation and serves as a major loss mechanism, because carriers recombine
before they reach the electrodes to contribute to the extracted power. In the basic
theory of solar cells the radiative recombination of electrons and holes always has
to be taken into account as a limiting factor, because of the principle of detailed
balance [21]. Regarding it as a black body, the ideal solar cell has to emit as
much energy as it absorbs, while being held at open-circuit condition [21]. The
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deep trap-assisted recombination is largely non-radiative and not included in the
so-called Shockley-Queisser limit for solar cell efficiency. It will instead reduce the
open-circuit voltage below the limit provided by theory (see [15, pp. 2.2–2.4] for a
more detailed explanation) [21]. The understanding and possible modification of
trap states and their properties is thus a key element in improving photovoltaic
device performance, specifically in approaching the theoretically possible limits for
the open-circuit voltage.
Trap states are usually characterized by their energetic depth Et , their density Nt in
the material, and their capture cross-section σc . Additionally the attempt-to-escape
frequency ν0 is a relevant factor, which is explained in detail in section 3.6.3.
A number of publications have focused on the determination of trap state properties in metal-halide perovskites, using both experimental and theoretical techniques.
Most experimental results confirm the existence of deep trap states, do not exclude
shallow trap states and report the density of deep traps in the range of 1021 m−3 to
1024 m−3 , while energies Et are in range of 170 meV to 700 meV [15]. Fig. 2.5 shows

Fig. 2.5. Energy distribution of trap states induced by point defects as determined by
density functional theory on tetragonal-MAPI perovskite. Interstitials Xi or
vacancies VX of species X and antisites AB , where A is substituted by B, result
in different energetic states in the band gap or around the band edges, depending
on the charge state of the defect, indicated by the exponents, and sometimes
the type of structural relaxation (inter-plane versus in-plane). Image from [79].

a schematic diagram of the results of one theoretical work by Buin et al. for the en2.3. CHARGE CARRIER TRAP STATES
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ergetic distribution of trap states in tetragonal MAPI-perovskite [79]. The energetic
depth of trap states caused by point defects are derived using density functional
theory and result in a number of shallow and some deep trap states. These point
defects include interstitials Xi or vacancies VX of species X and antisites AB , where a
species A is substituted by B. The results in Fig. 2.5 also include the charge states of
defects as exponents, as well as the distinction of in-plane versus inter-plane bridging
for the neutral Pbi 0 -defect, which are explained in detail by Buin et al. [79]. Theoretical works like this, providing reference values for trap state properties, include
calculations of the formation energies for each defect, which allows the estimation of
how likely their appearance at a given temperature is. As visible in Fig. 2.5 and as a
common thread throughout theoretical work, vacancies such as iodide vacancies VI
do not result in deep traps, whereas antisites (f.ex. here IMA ) and interstitials Pbi
might form deep traps, though sometimes their depth is dependent on their charge
or oxidation state (see [57] and [15]).

2.3.1 Surface Passivation
There are various possible classifications of trap states besides their energetic depth,
often connected to the origin of the defects introducing trap levels. One possibility
is to take the placement and origin of the trap states into account, separating bulk
and surface traps, the latter being easily explained by the large number of defects
provided by a crystal surface [80, 81]. Chemical surface passivation using Lewis
bases, which targets electron traps as depicted in Fig. 2.6(a), can effectively reduce
the amount of trap states on the surface. This passivation technique has been established for example for quantum dots [82] and has been employed and extended for
perovskite surfaces in recent years [41, 83–85]. Literature reports show a significant
increase in the integrated photoluminescence and lifetime after surface treatments
using Lewis bases such as amines, thiols, and phosphines [84]. An improvement in
device performance has also been reported for the surface treatment with pyridine
[41]. These passivations are speculated to target undercoordinated lead atoms as
depicted in Fig. 2.6(a), which is a commonly observed point defect [57]. In this
work surface passivation is employed by using n-butylamine, depicted in Fig. 2.7. It
supplies a lone electron pair which could attach itself to an electron deficient site at
the perovskite crystal surface (see sections 3.1.4 and 4.4.2).
As another method of surface (and grain boundary) passivation, the deposition and
subsequent annealing of fullerenes on top of the perovskite layer have been shown
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.6. Sketch of the concepts of passivation used in perovskite literature. (a) shows the
possible nature of trap sites and passivation by introducing additional electrons
supplied by Lewis bases, while (b) illustrates the diffusion of fullerenes into the
perovskite layer possibly passivating grain boundaries. Image of (a) taken from
[41], image of (b) taken from [42].

NH2
Fig. 2.7. The structure of butylamine with a lone electron pair.

to improve device performance, as well as to reduce photocurrent hysteresis [42].
The annealing is suspected to cause a diffusion of fullerene into the perovskite layer
as shown in Fig. 2.6(b), which should lead to an additional passivation of grain
boundaries. In this work an additional annealing step after C60 deposition is used
to study this effect, which allows improved contact and possible diffusion, resulting
in passivation [38] (see sections 3.1.5 and 4.4.1).
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KAPITEL 3

Methods
This chapter introduces the experimental and analysis methods used in this work.
After a brief introduction into the sample fabrication (section 3.1), the regular
current-voltage measurement typically used for solar cells is summarized (section
3.4). The central methods used here of thermally stimulated currents (section 3.5)
and impedance spectroscopy (section 3.6) are presented in detail, focusing on the
physical basics and data analysis. An additional section 3.7 is dedicated to measurement artifacts and the application of different sample structures or architectures.

3.1 Sample Preparation
The samples studied are methylammonium lead iodide perovskite-based solar cells in
the so-called inverted structure, where the hole transporting layer is placed between
the transparent electrode and the active perovskite layer, while the electron transporting layer is placed on top. The full device architecture is shown schematically
in Fig. 2.1(a). In this section the materials used and the preparation techniques for
construction of the different layers are presented, which are similar to the techniques
presented in [38] and fabrication details can be found there.

3.1.1 Transparent Conductive Oxide and Hole Transporting Layer
As the hole-transporting layer PEDOT:PSS (Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesolfonate)) is deposited via spincoating a water-based solution (CleviosTM
VP AI 4083) onto cleaned ITO/glass substrates. The solution is filtered using a
0.2 µm PVDF filter, spinning for 1 min at 5000 rpm with 1000 rpm/s acceleration
and films are subsequently annealed for 5 min on a hotplate at 180 ◦C, resulting in
an approximately 30 nm thick layer of PEDOT:PSS.

3.1.2 Perovskite Layer
Methylammonium (MA)-PbI(3 – x ) Clx perovskite solution is prepared by mixing a
4:1:1 ratio of methylammonium iodide (MAI, Dyesol) to lead iodide (PbI2 , Sigma
Aldrich) and lead chloride (PbCl2 , Sigma Aldrich) in a 1:20 volume ratio solution of dimethylformamide (DMF, Sigma Aldrich) and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO,
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Sigma Aldrich). All measuring and mixing steps are performed in a nitrogen-filled
glovebox. This 40 wt% precursor solution is stirred overnight at room temperature
and subsequently filtered in the glovebox using a 0.45 µm PTFE filter. A ratio of
MA:Pb:I of 4:1:3 is present in the solution which should allow for formation of the
MAPbI3 -perovskite, with the excess methylammonium and the chloride assisting
film formation and improving morphology [38, 86].
To form the perovskite 30 µl of precursor solution is spincoated at 3000 rpm for 20 s
with an acceleration of 1000 rpm/s. After spincoating each sample is transferred directly to a vacuum chamber at below 2 mbar at room temperature for 1 min. When
all samples are spincoated and vacuum-treated, they are placed again in the vacuum
chamber on a hotplate at 80 ◦C for 15 min. Subsequent annealing in glovebox atmosphere is performed at 100 ◦C for 30 min. Variations in the annealing atmosphere
and temperature during this second step were studied on samples provided by Hao
Hu and are presented in the appendix A.4.2. Batch sizes of 6 samples were used
to reduce the delay time for each sample between the steps. The resulting perovskite layer is a compact, approximately 300 nm thick film of small grains between
100 nm to 1000 nm [38, 39, 87].

3.1.3 Precursor Modifications
All variations of the precursor solution were chosen to keep the changes in morphology small, as reported in [88], [89]. Any percentages refer to molar percentages and
the weight percentage of the precursor solutions was kept the same for all modifications.
Samples labeled as excess PbI2 include an increased amount of PbI2 , resulting in
a ratio MA:Pb:I of 4:1.05:3.1 for 5 % and 4:1.1:3.2 for 10 %. Samples labeled as
excess MAI include an increased amount of MAI, resulting in a ratio MA:Pb:I of
4.05:1:3.05 for 5 % and 4.1:1:3.1 for 10 %. Samples labeled as excess I2 include iodine
(I2 , Sigma-Aldrich, metal basis, ≥ 99.99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) added to the precursor.
The amount of iodine of 50 µmol is chosen to compare to additional iodide provided
by varying PbI2 and MAI, resulting in an apparent ratio of 4:1:3.1 for 5 %. This
solution was red in comparison to the references yellow and likely still contained I2
not incorporated into the perovskite structure, supplying a iodide-rich environment.
Beyond the stochiometric changes above, rubidium iodide, RbI (Purum p.a. (≥
98 %, Fluka) was added to the precursor to allow possible substitution of some
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cations by rubidium and introduce an extrinsic modifier. A 5 % molar ratio of RbI
is included in the precursor solution (see also [89] for incorporation of rubidium into
MAPI), resulting in a molar ratio of 4:1:3.05:0.05 for MA:Pb:I:Rb, which according to Park et al. [89] should lead to Rb incorporation as a cation. All filtering,
spincoating and annealing steps are performed the same for all different precursors.

3.1.4 Surface Passivation
Chemical surface passivation largely follows the methods presented in [84, 85]. In
this work n-butylamine (shorthanded ButA) was used as a passivating amine, which
is supplied as a liquid at room temperature (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5 %). A dilute
0.009 M solution of butylamine in chlorobenzene (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8 %)
was fabricated, by mixing 2 µl of butylamine with 2250 µl of cholorobenzene. Please
note that due to the small amounts of butylamine used, slight variations in concentrations cannot be excluded. The passivating solution is fabricated in the glovebox
and applied to the perovskite films after annealing and cooling for a few minutes at
room temperature. Spincoating of 35 µl of the solution is performed at 2000 rpm,
with acceleration 255 rpm/s, for 1 min on top of the perovskite. To remove unbound
ligands, a washing step is performed, by adding a similar amount of anhydrous
chlorobenzene during the spincoating using the same settings.

3.1.5 Electron Transporting Layer, Interfacial Layer, and Electrodes
As electron transporting layer C60 – Ih [5,6]fullerene (C60 ) is thermally evaporated on
the samples. A 1 nm layer of lithium fluoride (LiF) is evaporated as an interfacial layer. The samples are subsequently annealed in the glovebox for 10 min on a
hotplate at 80 ◦C. This annealing step is omitted in the study of the surface modification via C60 annealing in section 4.4.1. As a final layer, silver(Ag) electrodes are
thermally evaporated.

3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken by Ka Kan Wong with a
Zeiss Ultra high resolution FESEM at acceleration voltages of 10 kV and a working
distance of 5 mm.

3.2. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
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3.3 X-Ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) characterization was performed by members of the group
of Prof. Sebastian Polarz, Department of Chemistry, at the University of Konstanz
using a Burker D8 X-ray diffractometer.

3.4 Current Density-Voltage Characteristics
As a first screening technique for the prepared solar cells, current density-voltage
measurements (short JV-measurements) are performed, which are described in detail
in [7, 90]. Briefly, the current flow across the solar cell is measured during a voltage
sweep, which is performed using a Keithley 2400 source meter unit, with a step size
of 10 mV, delay time of 10 ms, and an integration time of around 20 ms in both
forward and reverse direction. The cells are measured under illumination using a
150 W Xe lamp, calibrated with a silicon solar cell and a KG5 filter to a power of
around 100 mW/cm2 . The measurements are performed in a nitrogen-filled glovebox
after exposing the solar cell to light for around a minute.

Fig. 3.1. Simulated JV-curves in dark (black) and under illumination (blue). Image used
with permission from [91].

Important parameters extracted from JV-characteristics are marked in Fig. 3.1 and
those relevant in this work are:
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the measured current density at short-circuit condition
the (external) voltage at which the built-in field is completely compensated and the current is reduced to zero
under illumination
Pmax or MPP,
the current IMPP and voltage VMPP combination, where
the solar cell produces the maximum power (maximum
power point)
Fill factor (F F ) not shown in the figure, which acts as a measure of how
rectangular the curve shape is.
JSC
VOC

These values can be used to determine the solar cell performance, but for perovskitecells additional measurement steps such as maximum power point tracking should
be performed to achieve accurate results [44]. In this work JV-characteristics were
mostly used to exclude shorted samples from further measurement, by excluding any
samples with P CE < 5 % and F F < 30 %. More on these rough selection criteria
can also be found in section 3.7 and an overview of JV-results is given in section 4.1.

3.5 Thermally Stimulated Current
Thermally stimulated currents (TSC) and thermally stimulated luminescence (TSL)
are well established techniques to study electronic trap states in semiconductors.
Both methods have been used since 1946, when TSL was first presented to study
trap states in inorganic materials [92]. They rely on the principle of filling trap
states at a lower temperature and recording the luminescence or current response of
the sample when subsequently increasing the temperature. As a result, the charge
carriers are released and the resulting signals can be linked to the density and
energetic depth of the trap states. The techniques offer a profound look into the
trap state properties in the studied materials and use a simple principle, so the
response can be modeled relatively well using approximations, some of which are
presented in the following.

3.5.1 Basic Principle
TSC is an electrical measurement based on the usage of thermal energy to activate
and release trapped charge carriers and measurement of the current. The basic
principle is depicted schematically in Fig. 3.2 and experimental details are given
in section 3.5.4. For a TSC measurement a sample is cooled to a low temperature
and existing deep trap states in the material are filled. The filling of trap states
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Fig. 3.2. Basic principle of TSC, where charge carrier trap states are filled at low temperatures via illumination (shaded light-blue) and subsequently released during
heating (temperature versus time in gray, right axis), producing a peak-shaped
current (blue, left axis) signal. Image adapted from [15].

can be achieved via illumination at appropriate wavelengths and fluences or via
application of a bias for a sufficient amount of time as indicated by the blue area
in Fig. 3.2. After filling, the sample is kept at low temperature in the dark without
applied bias, to enable relaxation or extraction of any free carriers, that are not
bound to trap states and are mobile at this temperature (grey area in Fig. 3.2).
Subsequently a temperature increase is started whilst measuring the current coming
from the sample. As thermal energy increases, previously trapped charge carriers
can be released and contribute to conduction. This results in distinct peaks in the
TSC trace as visible in Fig. 3.2.
Other effects causing a thermally activated current in the sample can also be recorded
using TSC, for example a change of polarization in the sample, which will also induce
a current in the measurement circuit. More information on such currents can be
found in [15, 20] and in section 3.5.3. To distinguish features that are caused by
trap states from others, a curve without trap filling (illumination or bias at low
temperature) is commonly recorded. This dark curve should not show any trap
state features, but for example polarization effects still appear, which allows for a
correct identification of trap states. Here, the curves recorded without trap filling
are referred to as dark while the curves after trap filling are called illuminated. The
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heating and measuring part of any TSC measurement is performed in the dark, no
matter the designation of dark or illuminated indicating the previous filling.

3.5.2 Methods to Evaluate Trap State Properties
The analysis of trap state properties using TSC directly follows the basic measurement idea of filling and thermally releasing the trapped charge carriers. A more
complete derivation can be found in section 3.4 of [15], which closely follows the
publications [93] and [94].
Analyzing the TSC signals for trap state properties is based on relating the thermally
stimulated current signal to the change in conductivity induced by the thermal
release of trapped charge carriers. This is described by
ITSC = A · E · σ(T ),

(3.1)

with the thermally stimulated current IT SC as the product of the active sample
area A, the electric field strength E acting on the carriers, and the temperaturedependent conductivity σ(T ). As a simple model one discrete trap level of density
Nt and energetic depth Et is assumed and derived for an electron level, though
the same considerations apply for a hole trap. The impact of carriers, which are
thermally released from traps, on the conductivity is derived in [15, p. 49 ff.]. It is
based on the dependence of the electronic conductivity σ
σ(T ) = q · µ · nC (T )

(3.2)

on the number of free charges in the conduction band nC . This number can be
described by rate equations on the interplay with trapped charges nt governed by
the trap parameters influencing the thermal release assuming a constant heating
(presented in appendix A.2.1). Approximations of the resulting σ(T )
rate β = dT
dt
of different complexity can be used to analyze TSC spectra, those used herein are
presented in the following.
Trap Density through Integration
A first evaluation of TSC signals only includes the premise that all current in a TSC
peak is caused by the release of trapped charge carriers [95]. This way a lower limit
for the trap density Nt can be calculated by integrating the current IT SC over time
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t as
1
Nt ≤
qV

Z

(3.3)

ITSC dt,
peak

with the probed sample volume V. This can only provide a lower limit for the trap
density, since both an incomplete filling of traps or the recombination of released
carriers before contributing to the current can reduce the signal. This method might
also overestimate Nt , if other current features of the same sign overlap the signal
and thus increase the peak.
Trap State Energy from Initial Rise
The initial rise method approximates that the initial rise of a trap state peak is dominated by a simple Arrhenius-type behavior [95]. The release of the trapped charge
carriers is assumed to be a thermally activated process resulting in the expression
for the current IT SC using the trap state energy Et , Boltzmann constant kB , and
temperature T :
ITSC



Et
.
= exp −
kB T

(3.4)

By plotting ln(ITSC ) versus 1/T, the trap state energy can be determined from the
slope − kEBt of a linear fit to the curve. The evaluation of the initial rise uses a part
of the TSC signal relatively far away from the peak maximum and its accuracy is
decreased by overlapping features in the range before the peak [94]. The result of
evaluating the initial rise in a range, where the current is not actually zero, but
influenced by noise or other features results in an underestimation of the extracted
trap state energy.
Fitting Method
To model the complete trap state peak an approximation of the conductivity σ described by Haering and Adams is used [94]. This approach assumes slow retrapping,
where detrapped carriers leave the film faster, than they can be bound again to a
the temperature-dependent
trap state. Assuming a constant heating rate β = dT
dt
conductivity is:

σ(T ) = qµnt τ ν0 exp

−Et ν0
−
kB T
β

Z

T


ν0 exp

T0

−Et
kB T




dT

.

(3.5)

Here, the carrier mobility µ, lifetime τ , and the attempt-to-escape frequency ν0 are
approximated as constant across the probed temperature range (see appendix A.3
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for further discussion on the validity of this assumption for ν0 ). The lifetime τ
is significant here, since the word often designates the lifetime of a carrier in the
conduction band before recombining or being trapped, which is misleading, since
here τ describes the average time a free carrier spends in the film before leaving
into the measurement circuit. For MAPI-perovskite this distinction is relevant since
carrier lifetimes (before recombination and/or trapping) are expected to reach the
range of 1 µs while the time to leave the non-electrode layers (≈ 500 nm) at a carrier
mobility of around µ ≈ 1 cm2 /Vs is closer to 1 ns, presenting a difference of three
orders of magnitude [40, 96].
A good approxmation for the conductivity derived by [93] through repeated integration of the integral and taking into account only the first term of the series is
σ(T ) ≈ qµnt,0 τ ν0 exp

ν0 −Et
Et
−
exp
kB T
β kB T



−Et
kB T



−Et
kB T

−2 !
,

(3.6)

with the density of initially filled traps nt,0 . This equation can be used to fit the
distinct trap state peaks of the TSC signal of MAPI-perovskite cells using standard
fitting methods and extracting nt,0 , ν0 , and Et as fitting parameters.
Additionally this model of the response of one discrete trap state can be summed
up with the response of another trap state of different nt,0 , ν0 , and Et , which is
demonstrated for one sample in section 4.2.1.

3.5.3 Phase Transition Peak
Within the temperature range typically probed during a TSC measurement of
78 K to 300 K the studied MAPI perovskite passes the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal
phase transition (PT) at 150 K to 165 K which causes an additional current signal
(PTP) in both dark and illuminated measurements. The mechanisms of this polarization current are studied in detail in [15] and [20] and are beyond the scope of this
project. Nevertheless, to distinguish the PT peak from further trap state peaks an
approach to approximate the peak was developed and is applied to one reference
sample, to show the applicability and possible basis for future analysis of the TSC
features in section 4.2.1.
The basic idea of a polarization current is depicted in Fig. 3.3 and is based on
the (re)ordering of molecular dipoles in the material due to a temperature change.
A change in polarization is often linked to a crystal phase transition, like the
orthorhombic-to-tetragonal transition in MAPI probed herein. One theoretical ap3.5. THERMALLY STIMULATED CURRENT
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Fig. 3.3. Schematic illustration showing the polarization of a material a) at constant temperature and upon b) cooling and c) heating. During the temperature change,
the variation of polarization also modifies the surface charges, which results in a
current across the measurement circuit. Image used with permission from [15].

proach to study the polarization change specifically across a first-order ferroelectric
phase transition is the effective field approach as presented in [97] and [98]. The
orthorhombic-to-tetragonal PT is suspected to be a first order transition, but the
ferroelectricity of MAPI is still under debate [15]. Additionally, the following derivation strongly simplifies the theory and can thus only provide rough estimates of polarization parameters. This can serve as a first approach to study the PT peak, but
a more complete theoretical study should be conducted, to quantitatively analyze
the polarization current in MAPI reliably.
The approach assumes an effective field Eeff
(3.7)

Eeff = Eext + βP

as a combination of any external fields Eext and the polarization P modified by a
proportionality constant β. This field acts on each individual dipole of moment µdip
out of a density of Ndip , which results in a change in the polarization of

P =


Ndip µdip tanh

Eeff µdip
kB T


.

(3.8)

The first simplification made here to avoid solving this equation of state, is to assume
the contribution of βP in the effective field to be small enough to disregard. The
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polarization current Ipol then follows as
Ipol




Eeff µdip
Ndip µdip tanh
kB T


2
Ndip Eeff µdip
Eeff µdip
∼
sech
,
kB
T
kB T

∂
∂P
∼
∼
∂T
∂T

(3.9)
(3.10)

a hyperbolic function symmetric around zero Kelvin, which drops to zero at that
temperature [98]. This drop has to be shifted to the phase transition temperature
by replacing the temperature by the temperature difference T − Tshift to the transition temperature Tshift . Additionally only the part of the response below the phase
transition can be taken into account as the formula is only valid in the lower temperature phase, which is achieved by fitting, using a Heaviside function. Both of these
changes and assumptions should be verified and physically explained by a complete
theoretical approach, which is beyond the scope of this work.
The ferroelectricity assumed here to approximate the PT peak is under debate in
MAPI perovskite but confirmed in many other materials. As an outlook into further
studies on ferroelectricity preliminary measurements on solar cells based on the
ferroelectric material antimony sulfoiodide, SbSI, are presented in the appendix
A.4.3. SbSI has a known ferroelectric phase transition around room temperature and
is well-studied in single crystalline form and is now produced also in polycrystalline
films [99]. This phase transition could be studied in the future and compared to the
phase transition peak behavior of MAPI including the peak shape in TSC and other
measurements [15].
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3.5.4 Experimental Details
The setup used for TSC measurements is shown schematically in Fig. 3.4. To record
the features in TSC measurements of the herein used MAPI solar cells in the range
of pico-ampere (10−12 A) a Keithley 2636A source measurement unit, capable of
subfemto-ampere measurements, was used. The continuous flow cryostat (ST-100,

Fig. 3.4. Schematic depiction of the setup used to perform TSC measurements. Added
in pink is the Autolab instrument which is connected to the sample conncetors
instead of the Keithley for IS measurements described in section 3.6.

Janis Research Company) was supplied with windows and shielded coaxial cables,
to contact the sample electrodes using gold pins (INGUN Prüfmittelbau GmbH).
The cryostat chamber with the sample was kept at vacuum (< 9 × 10−5 mbar). The
sample temperature was controlled using liquid nitrogen and a temperature controller (Model 335, Lake Shore Cryotronics Inc.) attached to a temperature sensing
and heating element at a copper plate fixed to the sample holder. Illumination was
performed using a blue LED (∼ 10 mW/cm2 , λ = 400 nm), for 10 min at low temperature, before ten minutes of relaxation in the dark. The used measurement unit
applies a small voltage of around 60 µV due to the instrument specifications, even if
the bias is set to zero [15]. This small bias is called zero in this work and applied in
all measurements, if no other external bias is used. Unless otherwise noted all TSC
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measurements were performed after at least one cooling (to 78 K) and heating (to
300 K) cycle on the same day to avoid a delayed polarization (see [15, 20, 100]) and
using a heating rate of 3 K/min.

3.6 Impedance Spectroscopy
Impedance spectroscopy (IS) is a powerful technique to perform electrical and electrochemical characterizations. It is commonly used for the study of dielectric materials and often for electrochemical applications, to determine the resistance of
devices under certain environmental or fabrication modifications [101]. Admittance
spectroscopy, often employed as thermal admittance spectroscopy, essentially uses
the same experimental procedures, followed by an extraction of admittance instead
of impedance – but both are interchangeable quantities and give the same physical
information [4, 101].

3.6.1 Basic Principle
IS is based on determining the complex impedance of a sample by applying a
frequency-modulated electric perturbation to the device (AC measurement). In
potentiostatic IS a small amplitude AC voltage of varying frequency is applied at
a fixed DC bias and the current response of the sample is measured, recording the
absolute of the impedance Z and the phase shift ∆ϕ, which are used to extract
spectra of sample-identifying parameters. For the measurements presented here the
DC bias was kept at 0 V to reduce stress on the device, increase comparability with
the zero-bias TSC measurements and allow for both conductivity and admittance
evaluation as presented in the following. The most common quantities determined
in IS are the real part Z 0 = ReZ and imaginary part Z 00 = ImZ of the impedance,
which follow
Z 0 = |Z| cos(∆ϕ)

(3.11)

Z 00 = |Z| sin(∆ϕ)

(3.12)

and are commonly plotted in a so called Nyquist plot as displayed in Fig. 3.5, with Z 0
on the x-axis and −Z 00 on the y-axis. These plots result in characterizing shapes for
specific circuit elements such as resistances, capacitors, and inductive coils. Further
information and a more detailed explanation of IS and the resulting Nyquist plots
of these common elements can be found in the theses [7, 90, 102] and textbooks,
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e.g. [101]. In literature, the analysis of impedance spectra of complex systems, such
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Fig. 3.5. (a) Common equivalent circuit for a solar cell: series resistance and two RCelements. (b) The calculated Nyquist (left) and Bode (right) plots for different
values of the ratio c = C1 /C2 , while keeping Rs , R1 and R2 fixed. Image adapted
with permission from [7].

as full solar cells, is often based on building a model of these common elements to
address and analyze specific features of the Nyquist plot. This equivalent circuit
is then used to fit the data and determine comparable parameters usually linked
to different physical effects or parameters of the sample. Since equivalent circuit
fitting is not central in this work, only the equivalent circuit, which was used for
comparison, will be discussed.
In Fig. 3.5 a common equivalent circuit for perovskite solar cells is presented: two
parallel combinations of a resistance (R1 , R2 ) and a capacitor (C1 , C2 ), which will
result in two semicircles in the Nyquist plot (in the case of C1 6= C2 ), in series
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with a resistance, which determines the x-axis onset of the first semicircle. This
series resistance is assumed to exist for most, if not all, measured systems, since
some contact or lead resistance is usually not included in the calibration [101]. In
the experimental case described here, for example the feedthrough into the cryostat
and the cables inside are known to be a non-calibrated series resistance. This was
confirmed by measurements in two different cryostats with different cables, which
results in a different onset of the impedance features. Additionally, the measured series resistance of the system may entail the series resistance of the solar cell including
contact resistances and some interfaces.
The most basic representation of any material layer or a solar cell measured in IS,
is a parallel combination of a resistance and capacitance, because it models the
capacitive elements given by the dielectric components of the material as well as
the conductive elements, given by the conductivity of the material. As displayed in
Fig. 3.5 the addition of a second RC-combination introduces a second semicircle in
the Nyquist plot and a second maximum in the Bode plot of the phase difference
(bottom right plot in Fig. 3.5). A comparison of the equivalent circuit analysis
applied to the perovskite cells measured herein and the direct calculations used in
the following is given in section 3.6.2.
In a simplified description of the complex impedance, the real part is an estimate of
the amount of charge or current which is passed through the sample. It thus provides
information on its conductivity. The imaginary part is an estimate of the amount of
charge stored or “lost” in the sample and thus provides information on its capacitance.
Instead of developing a correct equivalent circuit for the IS spectra of perovskite solar
cells, the impedance response can be used to directly calculate frequency-dependent
spectra of conductivity and capacitance and extract characterizing values. These
spectra are analysed, keeping in mind the real complexity of the measured system.
First, the conductive response of the sample is studied by replacing the resistance R
in the calculation of conductivity σ = d/(A · R) for a resistor of length d and area
A by the complex impedance Z. This complex conductivity is then given by
d Z 00
d Z0
+i
σ =
A |Z|2
A |Z|2
∗

= σ 0 + iσ 00

(3.13)

and the real part σ 0 is plotted as a frequency-dependent representation of the AC
conductivity of the sample, while the imaginary part entails all non-conductive be-
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haviors. The analysis of frequency-dependent conductivity spectra can be used to
identify conduction mechanisms and to characterize frequencies of conduction processes. A detailed description of the conductivity response for the herein probed
perovskite solar cells is given in section 3.6.2.
Second, the purely capacitive response of the sample is considered, which is a counterpart to the conductive behavior. The complex capacitance C(ω) is given by
C(ω) =

1
Z 00 (ω)
Z 0 (ω)
=
−i
iωZ(ω)
ω|Z(ω)|
ω|Z(ω)|

(3.14)

and is often evaluated to extract trap state properties as described more closely in
section 3.6.3. Again the real part
C0 =

Z 00
ω|Z|

(3.15)

is taken into account, while the imaginary part includes other non-capacitive responses, which are mostly studied in the conductivity.
As the third parameter, the dielectric response of the sample is considered. The complex permittivity ε is calculated from impedance data via the complex capacitance
C(ω)
ε(ω) =

d
C(ω)
A

(3.16)

using the active layer film thickness d and active area A. This results in the real
part of the relative permittivity εr = ε/ε0
ε0r =

Z 00 d
.
ωε0 A|Z|

(3.17)

with the permittivity of vacuum ε0 .

3.6.2 AC Conductivity Evaluation and Ion Migration
In the following the evaluation of AC conductivity spectra of the MAPI cells measured in this work is presented, providing a method to extract the activation energy
of ion migration. To verify and compare to the common literature method of equivalent circuit, both methods are applied to one exemplary reference cell to demonstrate
and verify the applicability of the AC conductivity evaluation.
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Fig. 3.6. Typical AC conductivity spectrum of a reference cell (black) and marked
frequency-ranges: low-frequency plateau (yellow), intermediate frequency rise
and plateau (purple), and high-frequency rise and plateau (blue).

One typical conductivity spectrum of a reference cell is shown in Fig. 3.6. Starting
from low frequencies the frequency-dependence of the conductivity can be explained
as follows:
1. Low frequency plateau (yellow): This is generally considered as equivalent to the
DC conductivity of the sample, where mainly electrons and holes contribute.
2. Intermediate frequency rise and plateau (purple): In this frequency range an
additional conduction process becomes apparent. At lower frequencies a blocking
effect of the electrodes quenches any contribution of this process. Here, this
feature is assigned to the ion migration.
3. High frequency rise and plateau (blue): This dispersion and the subsequent
plateau are most likely linked to high frequency artifacts, introducing a cut-off
frequency beyond which no reliable results can be gained. These high-frequency
effects have been explained by the interplay of series resistance and the capacitive
behavior of the sample, whereby a low-pass filter is formed [103]. This is also reported in perovskite literature [104]. Others explain the high-frequency response
by the interplay of the microstructure of the perovskite grains and (mostly electronic) charge carriers [74, 105]. In this work the high-frequency plateau is thus
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assumed to be dominated by artifacts and no evaluation is performed in the very
high-frequency range (ω > 60 kHz).
Extraction of Activation Energy of Ion Migration
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Fig. 3.7. AC conductivity of a MAPI cell at different temperatures with the position of
the intermediate frequency plateau indicated by stems as chosen by extracting
the turning points.

The ionic conductivity can be assigned to the intermediate frequency plateau, as here
the perturbation is sufficiently slow to be followed by species with lower mobilities
than electronic carriers. At lower frequencies ions are blocked at the interfaces and
do not contribute to DC conductivity, consistent with the decrease in conductivity
below the intermediate plateau. The turning point of the plateau, where ionic conduction contributes the most, is extracted using the derivative of the conductivity
[75]. The resulting frequencies and conductivities evaluated are marked as stems in
Fig. 3.7, showing a shift of the plateau to lower frequencies for lower temperatures,
similar to the results presented by Yang et al. for the ionic transport in metal oxide
nanopillars [75]. As visible in the case of lower temperatures the plateau becomes
less pronounced at lower temperatures, which explains the lack of sorting in that
region and supports the assumption that this feature is related to ion migration.
These specific conductivities at different temperatures can now be used to study the
thermal activation of this conduction mechanism. The influence of electronic con-
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duction is not absent in this intermediate frequency region, and thus the extracted
conductivities, but is assumed to be overlapped by the ionic conduction and the
temperature-dependent analysis allows the distinction to ion migration.
Following the concepts presented in section 2.2 there is an Arrhenius-type relationship between the diffusion coefficient for migrating ions and temperature, with the
slope for D vs. 1/T given by the activation energy for the hopping process. The
conductivity is related to the diffusion coefficient via its dependence on mobility
σion (T ) = nion Qion qµion
q2
Dion
kB T


q2
−Ea
= nion Qion
D0 exp
kB T
kB T
= nion Qion

(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)

with the density of mobile ions nion and their ionic charge number Qion . Approximating the prefactors to be constant in temperature the conductivity retains the
Arrhenius relation


1
−Ea
⇒ σion (T ) ∼
exp
,
(3.21)
kB T
kB T
which allows extraction of the activation energy from the slope of the Arrhenius plot
of ln(σT ) versus 1/T .
Such an Arrhenius plot is shown in Fig. 3.8, including two linear fits of the lower and
higher temperature regimes. The exact position of the switch between the two linear
regimes was chosen for each sample individually. Usually, some points (in this case
260 K) were excluded from fitting, since they are the result of an overlap of both
regimes. The activation energy for lower temperatures is much smaller than any
values reported for ion migration in perovskites and likely describes an electronic
process (see section 2.2). The ion migration is thus expected to be dominant in the
higher temperature regime, which is consistent with literature [61, 66].
Comparison of Ea Determined From Equivalent Circuit Evaluation
In literature the evaluation of impedance spectroscopy data is often performed using
the fitting of equivalent circuits as described in section 3.6.1 [106]. To show the
comparability and possible advantages of the direct AC conductivity evaluation used
herein, the extraction of the activation energy was performed using equivalent circuit
fitting on one reference MAPI solar cell.
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Fig. 3.8. Arrhenius plot of the conductivity values extracted from the intermediate
plateau of the spectrum of a reference cell, including linear fits of high and
low temperature regimes to extract the given activation energies via eq. (3.21).
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Fig. 3.9. Bode plot of the IS measurements on a MAPI cell at 180 K (purple) and 290 K
(red) and respective fits (dash-dotted lines) performed using ZView and the
equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Nyquist plot of the IS
measurements on a reference MAPI cell at 180 K
(purple) and 290 K (red)
and equivalent circuit fits
(dash-dotted lines) using ZView to model the
equivalent circuit shown
in Fig. 3.5. The inset
shows the high-frequency
range, where at higher
temperatures an additional bump, indicating
a second semicircle, appears.
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Fig. 3.11. Arrhenius behavior of the conductivity extracted from IS spectra, evaluated
directly via AC conductivity spectra (dots) and using ZView to fit the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.5 and extracting conductivity from the second
parallel resistance. Activation energies for the linear regimes are extracted for
both methods and agree within their uncertainties.
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Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.9 show Nyquist and Bode plots for the measurement at a high
and a low temperature and the resulting equivalent fits performed with ZView using
the equivalent circuit displayed in Fig. 3.5. As seen here the fits overlap well with
the measured data, while the double semicircles given by the equivalent circuit are
not clearly visible to the eye. This is due to the large radius of the bigger semicircle
and their strong overlap, while the two circle contributions can be seen more clearly
in the Bode plot, specifically in the double maxima of the phase. Using the two
RC-element equivalent circuit displayed in Fig. 3.5, the element causing the lowfrequency circle, with the large radius here, is identified as a possible contribution
of ions [5]. Thus the conductivity σFit influenced by ions is related to the resistor
connected to the large semicircle and can be extracted from that parallel resistor
Rp,2 through the relation
σFit =

d
A · Rp,2

(3.22)

with the film thickness d and active area A as rough estimates for the scaling factor.
Using the conductivity extracted from fitting all temperature steps an extraction of
activation energy is also possible, which is shown in Fig. 3.11 in direct comparison to
the AC conductivity evaluation. The extracted activation energy for both regimes
overlap within their uncertainties, which indicates that both evaluation approaches
indeed probe the same thermally activated mechanism. In the overlapping range
between the two linear regimes the disadvantage of the equivalent circuit fitting
becomes apparent: There is a jump in the resistance, which is most likely caused
by bad fitting, the interchange with other fitting parameters or the inacurracy of
the equivalent circuit model in this intermediate range. In the case of extraction
of the turning points from the conductivity plateau, this range is analyzed much
more reliably, since no fitting is necessary and the results are directly calculated
from impedance data. Overall the relatively good agreement within uncertainties
for the two evaluation methods verifies the applicability of the direct conductivity
evaluation in comparison to established analysis of perovskite IS spectra.
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3.6.3 Thermal Admittance Spectroscopy for Trap State Evaluation
As an equivalent function to impedance the admittance describes how easily a sample
will let current flow, which is the inverse of the resistance to current flow described
by impedance. Admittance Y is thus defined as
Y =

1
Z

(3.23)

and contains the same information as impedance [101]. Commonly, the collection
of temperature-dependent admittance results is called thermal admittance spectropscopy. As presented by Walter et al. in 1996 [4], thermal admittance spectroscopy results can be used to evaluate the distribution of trap states in semiconductor materials, which has been widely used since and has also been applied to
perovskite solar cells [107, 108].
The capacitance of a material is a measure of how much energy is stored inside
the material, which can be probed using impedance/admittance spectroscopy by
eq. (3.15). In the case of an ideal, defect-free diode or solar cell operated at zero or
moderate reverse bias the space-charge region contributes to impedance/admittance
like a capacitor [4, 109]. The key concept behind this is the distribution of states and
charge carriers across the junction, resulting in the formation of the depletion region,
explained in detail in [11, 90]. As a final result positive and negative charges left on
both sides of the depletion region form a capacitor, with the distance of the “plates”
given by the depletion width, which is influenced by any applied bias. The so-called
depletion capacitance thus changes in the case of a small voltage perturbation by
the modulation of the depletion width, setting up the differential capacitance. The
capacitance is also connected to the amount of charges available on the “plates” of
the capacitor, or rather at the edges of the space-charge-region. If there are trap
states in the band gap of a semiconductor, they also have a contribution to the
capacitance as a possible state for charges [4].
Regarding the scheme of the band structure across the junction, shown for one side
in Fig. 3.12, a defect level of depth Et can be crossed by the Fermi-level due to band
bending at a certain point, so there is an addition to the charges relevant for the
capacitance supplied by the trap states [109]. The amount of participation of a trap
state is dependent on measurement conditions such as any bias, temperature, and
the frequency of AC perturbation [90, 109, 110].
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Fig. 3.12. Schematic depiction of energy bands in an n-type semiconductor at a junction,
with the energy level of an electron trap and the Fermi level. Image adapted
from [109].

As mentioned in section 2.3, trap states in a semiconductor are characterized by
their energetic depth Et , density Nt , and capture cross-section σc . As a factor
encompassing the thermal velocity of electrons νth , the density of states in the valence/conduction band NV /C for holes/electrons respectively, as well as capture cross
section σc the attempt-to-escape frequency is defined as
ν0 = ω0 · 2π = σc νth NV /C .

(3.24)

This attempt-to-escape frequency can be viewed in a simple picture of the trap state
as a potential-well as the frequency with which a trapped carrier hits the potentialwell walls [94]. This is relevant to the capacitance contribution as it is also a scaling
factor for the likelihood of the trap state participating in the charging/discharging of
the capacitor. By combining, the attempt-to-escape frequency ν0 and the energetic
depth of the trap state Et the emission factor ep/n can be defined as a measure of
how easily a charge carrier can be trapped and detrapped at a given temperature,
thus contributing to the junction capacitance. This factor is defined as
ep/n



Et
= ν0 exp −
kB T


Et
= σc νth NV /C exp −
.
kB T

(3.25)
(3.26)

Often, and specifically for inorganic semiconductors, the prefactors are also temperaturedependent and known to vary as νth ∝ T 1/2 and NV /C ∝ T 3/2 , which results in a
temperature-dependence of ν0 ∝ T 2 . In an analysis of the emission factor the exponential term with T may dominate the T 2 -dependence of the prefactor and it is often
omitted in the analysis, assuming a thermal velocity and density of states, which are
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constant in temperature [103, 111]. Here, the temperature-dependence was included
to allow comparison with literature and is explained in detail in appendix A.3.1.
The impact of trap states on the temperature-dependent capacitance spectra is
shown in Fig. 3.13(a) for the herein probed perovskite solar cells. The drop of capacitance at high frequencies across all temperatures is explained as a high-frequency
feature in section 3.6.2, briefly it is caused by the interplay of series resistance and
purely dielectric effects in the material [74, 103]. Moving from low to intermediate frequencies the capacitance decreases in a smooth step in Fig. 3.13(a), which
is identified with an increasing contribution of trap states. These trap states can
increasingly not follow the higher frequency of the perturbation and thus no longer
contribute to the capacitance towards higher frequencies.
To extract specific information of the trap state properties from capacitance spectra,
Walter et al. developed a method modeling the contribution of a trap state to
differential capacitance [4]. The relevant feature in the capacitance spectrum is, as
mentioned before, the step-like rise at intermediate to low frequencies. The turning
point of the rise is a maximum in the spectrum of the negative derivative of the
and indicated by empty circles with drop
capacitance commonly depicted as −ω dC
dω
down lines in Fig. 3.13(c). The position of these maxima in the frequency spectrum is
connected to the emission factor of the trap state en/p . They indicate the frequency,
at which the maximum contribution of the trap state to the differential capacitance
is present. To extract information on the attempt-to-escape frequency ω0 and the
energetic depth of the trap state Et , eq. (3.26) is linearized as

Et
ln ep/n = −
+ ln (ω0 ) .
kB T

(3.27)

This relationship is used in an Arrhenius plot of the frequency-positions of the maxima of −ω dC
for different temperatures, shown in Fig. 3.13(d), where the attemptdω
to-escape frequency ω0 = 2πν0 and trap state energy Et can be extracted from the
y-intercept and slope of a linear fit. The extraction of the maxima of −ω dC
at
dω
lower temperatures (pink to black in Fig. 3.13(c)) is inhibited by the fact that the
maxima move towards lower frequencies, where an increasing contribution of noise
is dominant in the differential traces. The slope fitting allows the extraction of the
trap state energy and the attempt-to-escape frequency, which is used to transfer the
frequency scale used to an energy scale of relative distance to the valence/conduction
band minimum (for hole/electron traps respectively). This energy scale is calculated
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Fig. 3.13. The thermal admittance spectroscopy technique to extract trap state distributions, as presented by Walter et al. [4], is applied to perovskite solar cells.
(a) The capacitance spectra calculated from IS data are analyzed for relevant
turning points by extracting the maxima of the negative derivative times frequency, displayed in (c). Their position is used in an Arrhenius plot (d) over
temperature to extract the attempt-to-escape frequency ω0 and use this value
to determine the energetic distribution of trap states (e) showing one resolvable
trap state labeled TSPIS.
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as
Eω = kB T ln

ω 
0

ω

.

(3.28)

The method of Walter et al. allows the direct calculation of the trap state density
Nt (ω) depending on frequency ω as
Nt (ω) =

Vbi dC ω
,
wq dω kB T

(3.29)

with the depletion width w and the built-in potential Vbi , both commonly determined
using Mott-Schottky analysis [90, 104]. Since Mott-Schottky measurements and
analysis are not performed, w is approximated as the film thickness d = 300 nm
and the built-in field is assumed as the work function difference of adjacent layers
of Vbi = 1.2 V [15, 38]. Both values are the largest possible values given by device
dimensions and the employed selective layers, which should provide the correct order
of magnitude in this prefactor. The frequency-dependent Nt is then transferred to
an energy scale by use of eq. (3.28) The resulting distribution of Nt is an overlap
of the trap states distribution with possible other trap states or artifacts. Typically
as shown in Fig. 3.13(e) these artifacts are noise on the higher energy (lower
frequency) side and an additional maximum on the lower energy (higher energy)
side. This lower energy maximum is directly connected to the high-frequency cut-off
in the capacitance spectrum, which is assumed to be an artifact as explained earlier
in section 3.6.2. A detailed discussion of the so-called dielectric cut-off as seen in
admittance spectroscopy is given by Kneisel et al. [103], where it is explained how
above a certain frequency of dielectric relaxation the semiconductor layer behaves
like a single dielectric, because the relocation of free electronic carriers is too slow
to compensate the applied electric field. Similarly Wang et al. [109] show this
dielectric peak appearing and overlapping trap state peaks in low mobility (such as
organic) semiconductors. Here, it is assumed that the higher-frequency peak in the
derivative or cut-off in the capacitance spectrum is caused by an interplay of this
dielectric peak and the persistent series resistance of sample and setup. It is thus
regarded as an artifact and not analyzed further.

3.6.4 Experimental Details
A Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT 302N was used for IS measurements with a twoelectrode-setup using the top and bottom contacts of the solar cell, which was placed
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in the vacuum chamber (below 1 × 10−5 mbar) of a cryostat, forming a Faraday cage
to reduce electronic noise from outside the setup. Measurements were performed
using the Metrohm software Nova 2.1, while analysis was done with Matlab and
using Scribbner ZView 3.5d for equivalent circuit fitting shown in section 3.6.2. All
measurements were performed in the dark at 0 V DC bias using a perturbation
voltage amplitude of maximum 10 mV. Although sometimes shorter measurement
sets were performed regular measurements were performed for 100 logarithmically
spaced frequencies in the range of 1 MHz to 1 Hz, while some exceptions were made
to extend the range down to 0.1 Hz in the case of low-frequency features reaching into
that range. Some considerations on the general choosing of ranges and measurement
settings for IS can be found in [7, 102].
The temperature-dependent IS measurements are performed in the range of 180 K to
310 K in the tetragonal phase of MAPI. Unless otherwise noted, measurements were
performed after a cold wait at 78 K for at least 25 min, subsequent heating to 170 K,
and waiting another 25 min to ensure the phase transition is fully crossed again. The
setup is shown in Fig. 3.4, with the Keithley 2636A replaced by the Autolab instrument (depicted in pink in Fig. 3.4). Sample holder, connectors, and heating/cooling
are thus employed and performed as explained above in section 3.5.4. These cables
provide a lower series resistance than the shielded-coaxial cables. The windows for
both cryostats were covered to provide dark conditions. The optional illumination
of the samples with a non-calibrated white LED was not performed regularly and is
mentioned here only in section 3.7.

3.7 Measurement Artifacts and Sample Selction Criteria
Before using the time-intensive TSC and temperature-dependent IS measurements,
less extensive techniques should be employed to pre-screen and select the samples to
be measured. This section presents a method of quick room temperature IS screening
to determine the suitability of cells for TSC (section 3.7.1). To additionally increase
the understanding of artifacts and noise in TSC and IS measurements and gain
further insights into suitable samples, reduced sample geometries (different from
full solar cells) were also measured and the results are summarized in section 3.7.2.
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3.7.1 Suitability of Cells for TSC Measurements from IS Evaluation
Two typical artifacts in TSC measurements inhibiting correct measurements are
1.) very high leakage currents starting close to relevant features (200 K to 270 K)
and 2.) very high current at all temperature overlapping all features (current range
10 pA).
The first problem can be addressed by the following rules of thumb, but has not
been definitely linked to any specific circumstance:
- Age of solar cell: Possibly due to degradation early leakage currents often appear
for older solar cells, which was studied by Pius Höger [100, p. 57ff.]. A good
estimation is to prefer samples which are less than one week old.
- PCE and FF: Samples of good efficiency and fill factor usually show later or
lower leakage currents, thus cells with P CE ≥ 6 % and F F ≥ 70 % are preferred
in this work.
- Multiple Measurements: Occasionally the leakage current would decrease for
subsequent TSC measurements on a day. A clear reason for this could not be
determined.
The second problem of a high leakage current at all temperatures can be explained
by pinholes (low shunt resistance) or by a low series resistance (most likely caused
by faulty other layers), resulting in a overall conductivity significantly higher than
in other solar cells. This can be evaluated before TSC measurements by measuring
impedance spectroscopy at room temperature and evaluating the low-frequency conductivity, which is linked to the DC conductivity relevant for TSC measurements.
Typically the value of conductivity at low frequencies for the measured solar cells in
this work was in the range of σ ≤ 10 × 10−9 S/m for cells suitable for TSC, whereas
those suffering from high leakages at all temperatures had σ ≥ 3 × 10−8 S/m or
higher (these ranges are valid in both vacuum and air).

3.7.2 Reduced Structures and Modified Sample Geometries
Measurements on full solar cells, as they are presented in this work, allow the study
of physical effects in the perovskite by relative comparison of cells, which include
modified perovsktie layers, but are otherweise equally fabricated. These results will
all include influences by other solar cell layers, such as screening or interface effects.
To remove these and isolate the perovskite response, trial runs were performed
on other sample geometries and reduced structures, which are summarized in this
section.
3.7. MEASUREMENT ARTIFACTS AND SAMPLE SELCTION CRITERIA
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ITO-MAPI-Au
This reduced structure retains the vertical current direction and electrode distances
found in solar cells, while removing any screening effects or influence of the transport
and interfacial layers.
Sample Fabrication
Perovskite is spincoated directly on top of cleaned ITO substrates and topped with
evaporated gold (Au) electrodes, which are chosen over silver for stability reasons
[112]. The resulting structure is similar to the solar cell depicted in Fig. 2.1(a) without the interfacial (beige), electron (yellowish), and hole (turquoise) transporting
layer.
TSC Measurements
TSC measurements on this structure showed very high leakage currents at all temperatures (> 5 orders of magnitude higher than typical TSC features), making the
TSC analysis impossible.
A straightforward explanation for this are pinholes in the perovskite film. Even
though the vacuum-assisted deposition method results in compact films, pinholes
are still likely, providing direct pathways between the Au and ITO electrodes. This
could be avoided by using a true pinhole-free or significantly thicker perovskite
layer, which could not be achieved in this work. To obtain purely capacitive measurements the addition of a thicker 10 nm LiF layer on top the perovskite was also
tested, which resulted in a current reduction to 2 × 10−10 A, still insufficient for TSC
measurements. Further improvement of a reduced structure with the advantages expected from ITO-MAPI-Au, could for example include even thicker top-insulators
or a bottom insulating layer between ITO and MAPI.
IS Measurements
IS measurements on this reduced structure are possible and result in overall smaller
resistances or higher conductivities at low frequency. The onset of the low-frequency
plateau is at a higher frequencies than for solar cells, and overlaps and quenches any
other low-frequency features, such as the ion conduction or capacitive response of
trap states. The evaluation of temperature-dependent IS thus only revealed one conduction mechanism with Ea ≈ 20 meV, which is identified as electronic conduction
both through MAPI and along direct ITO-Au pathways. It is however still possible
to use high-frequency data, for example to extract the dielectric constant at different temperatures, which have been studied across the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal
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phase transition in [100] and [20]. The perovskite response is still visible at high
frequencies, since the small perturbation at high frequency probes the response of
any compact parts of the film, which provide a dielectric in parallel to the ITO-Au
pathways. This confirms that reduced structures are suitable for IS measurements
in general, but not for any low frequency evaluations.
Lateral structures: Glass-MAPI-Au
Instead of the vertical current through the MAPI film in solar cells, a current direction horizontal to the substrate could improve understanding of polarization effects,
particularly in relation to crystal directions [15, 57, 113]. To achieve this, a lateral
measurement geometry was fabricated and measured.
Sample Fabrication
Cleaned glass substrates are O2 -plasma cleaned for around 15 min and perovskite is
deposited via spincoating an increased amount of solution (40 µl). After annealing

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.14. Schematic depiction of a MAPI film with lateral gold electrodes, resulting in
two symmetric sides (a), with (b) showing a vertical cut through one sides,
indicating the 10 µm distance between the probe electrodes. Both depictions
are not to scale.

lateral Au electrodes are evaporated, where a thin 10 µm diameter tungsten wire is
fixed taut across an evaporation mask to achieve the structure shown in Fig. 3.14(b).
Since the perovskite film is around 300 nm thick, almost two orders of magnitude
smaller than the spacing, it is assumed that the lateral movement of any carriers
dominates in comparison to the vertical movement inside the film [15].
TSC measurements
TSC measurements on this structure at zero-bias resulted in a noise-dominated signal of around 3 × 10−12 A for both dark and illuminated measurements, which is
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similar to the offsets observed in working solar cell measurements. Possible explanations for this are the missing built-in field in this structure with symmetric contacts
and the larger distance between electrodes.
To overcome the missing built-in field a bias was applied during and before TSC
measurements, which should allow detrapped charge carriers to be extracted to the
external circuit and could also supply any fields necessary for measurable polarization effects. Preliminary results are provided in A.4.1 and give a first indication that
measurements are possible using voltages above 3.5 V on fresh samples, to see both
the phase transition and trap state features.
IS measurements
The signal of IS measurements on lateral structures was dominated by a large arc
of around 10 × 1010 Ω radius in the Nyquist plot in the case of dark measurements
and around 2 × 107 Ω in the case of illumination using a non-calibrated white LED.
Especially at low frequency the spectra were dominated by noise and could not be
evaluated for conductivity or trap states using the presented methods. This was
assumed to be an artifact caused by firstly the low conductivity of MAPI and secondly a parasitic (or stray) capacitance, which has been observed in measurements
for lateral structures on other materials [114]. Due to these limitations no further
studies were performed using IS on lateral structures.
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KAPITEL 4

Results and Discussion
This chapter presents the results of measurements on MAPI solar cells and the application of evaluation methods for charge carrier trap states and ion migration.
First, a summary of the current-voltage and efficiency results for the studied modifications is presented (section 4.1). Second, the characterization and reproducibility
of both TSC (section 4.2.1) and IS (section 4.2.2) are reported and discussed. The
techniques are subsequently applied in studies on modified MAPI solar cells. The
perovskite bulk is changed via stochiometry and extrinsic precursor modifications
(4.3) and the surface is addressed via passivation techniques (section 4.4). TSC
and IS measurements were conducted for at least three cells of each modification
to test reproducibility, otherwise results are marked as preliminary. Due to the
time-intensive nature of TSC and temperature-dependent IS measurements, a larger
number of samples was beyond the scope of this work.

4.1 Solar Cell Performance
The following section gives a brief overview of the solar cell performance, measured
for all studied device modifications. As discussed below, these results show that the
measured systems are working solar cells of decent and fairly reproducible quality,
even though fabrication could still be optimized further to improve performances and
maximum-power-point-tracking should be performed to reliably extract performance
parameters.
Fig. 4.1 shows a typical JV-characteristic of a reference cell under illumination,
resulting in an efficiency above 9 %. The hysteresis between the backward and
forward scan has been explained for other perovskite solar cells by ion migration
[54, 55]. The presence of the effect here indicates that there likely are mobile ions
present in the cells studied, which can influence device performance.
In each fabrication batch there were a number of underperforming or shorted pixels,
which could sometimes be linked to uncontrolled changes in the fabrication (f.ex.
glovebox atmosphere). To illustrate the impact of this, Fig. 4.2 shows the P CE and
fill factor for all reference cells produced in eleven batches and marks the threshold
values of P CE < 5 % or F F < 30 %. Below these values, cells were not measured
further and are not included in the following summary.
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Fig. 4.1. Typical JV-characteristic of a reference cell measured in forward (black) and
backward (blue) scanning direction. The fill factor (FF) and the calculated
power conversion efficiency (PCE) are displayed.
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Fig. 4.2. Summary of PCEs and FFs for all fabricated reference cells in different batches
measured in forward (circles, black) and backward (crosses, blue) direction.
Cells with PCE < 5 % or FF < 30 % (indicated by red lines) are not included
in further evaluations.
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Fig. 4.3. Summary of solar cell performance for all applied modifications to the perovskite, extracted from JV-measurements in forward direction, with mean values,
standard error (darker area), and standard deviation (lighter area).
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The presentation of forward and backward scanning results in Fig. 4.2 (as circles and
crosses) demonstrates, that due to the scattering of all values no scanning direction
consistently results in increased performance results.
Fig. 4.3 shows a summary of the performance parameters short-circuit current density JSC , open-circuit voltage VOC , fill factor F F , and power conversion efficiency
P CE of all samples measured in this work. Since there are no reproducible trends
between forward and backward direction (as indicated by the comparison in Fig. 4.2),
only forward scanning results are shown here. Few trends are visible in the values of
the probed samples shown here: An apparent decrease in VOC for 10 % excess PbI2
and an increase for 5 % excess MAI and 5 % RbI. In the case of excess MAI this is
compensated by a strong decrease in Jsc . A small increase in overall performance is
visible in the P CE for 5 % I2 and RbI. All trends can only be taken as very first
indicators, since the reliable extraction of solar cell parameters requires more extensive measurement protocols, such as maximum-power-point-tracking [44]. Overall,
this summary shows that all modifications resulted in a number of measurable solar
cells of decent performance, which were studied in the following via TSC and IS
measurements.

4.2 Characterization of Measurement Techniques
To determine the validity of results gained from TSC and IS measurements on
MAPI solar cells, the applicability of evaluation methods and reproducibility of
extracted values is studied. Using the evaluation of trap state properties and ion
migration activation energies on equal to or more than 10 equally fabricated cells
allows the determination of expected error ranges and mean values. These ranges
provide references for comparisons of results on modified solar cells in the following
chapters.

4.2.1 Thermally Stimulated Current
Qualitative evaluation of features in TSC measurements is performed on twenty
samples fabricated in the same manner, presented in section 3.1. Trap state properties were extracted from 17 out of these measurements, which were performed using
the consistent measurement protocol described and had low enough noise levels for
reliable evaluation.
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Reproducibility of TSC Measurements
An already extensive study on the reproducibility of the TSC measurements, is presented in [100], which is especially recommended for analysis of the phase transition,
subsequent measurements during a day, and degradation studies.

Thermally Stimulated Current

Current (pA)
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Dark
After illumination @ 78 K

phase transition
(PTP)
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TSP230

TSP120
0
100

150

Reference
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Temperature (K)
TSP120
6/20

TSP190
20/20

250

300
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13/20

Fig. 4.4. Top: TSC of a reference cell with (blue) and without (black) 10 minutes of
illumination at 78 K with highlighted features. Bottom: Statistical evaluation
of the frequency of appearance of the highlighted TSC features for 20 measured
reference cells.

Typical dark and illuminated TSC measurement of a reference cell are shown in
Fig. 4.4. The sharp peak around 150 K (PTP) present in both the dark and the illuminated measurement has been identified as a feature connected to the orthorhombicto-tetragonal phase transition (PT), which is studied in detail in [20, 96, 100]. It
is analyzed in sections 4.2.1 and A.2.2. Additionally both dark and illuminated
curves show a small positive current offset, a small negative current (at temperatures around 260 K in Fig. 4.4), and a strong leakage current at higher temperatures,
which are assumed to be artifacts and discussed in the appendix A.2.2.
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Three features marked with colored boxes in Fig. 4.4 only appear in the case of
a measurement after illumination. They are called peak before PT or trap state
peak 120 K (TSP120, marked in pink in Fig. 4.4), first trap state peak after PT
(TSP190, yellow in Fig. 4.4), and second trap state peak (after PT) (TSP230, orange
in Fig. 4.4) in the following. The frequency of the appearance of these features is
presented in the table at the bottom of Fig. 4.4. It is discussed in the appendix
A.2.2 and used in the following to compare results on modified solar cells.
Quantitative Evaluation of Trap State Properties
To extract the properties of charge carrier trap states in perovskite from TSC measurements, the approximations presented in section 3.5 are used. The relevant geometric parameters of the fabricated solar cells were used as [38]
A = 1.33 × 10−5 m3

(4.1)

d = 300 × 10−9 m,

(4.2)

while the following characteristic parameters were approximated from literature [15,
38]
Vbi = 1.2 V

(4.3)

µ = 1.0 × 10−4 m2 /Vs

(4.4)

τ = 1.0 × 10−9 s.

(4.5)

The heating rate used in TSC measurements was
β = 0.05 K/s = 3 K/min.

(4.6)

Unless otherwise noted all trap state analysis was performed on TSP190, which
appears in the range of 170 K to 210 K.
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Integration of TSP190
Eq. (3.3) is used to estimate a lower limit of the trap state density from the area
underneath TSP190. Fig. 4.6 shows the integrated area shaded in blue for a reference
cell, resulting in Nt ≈ 1.14 × 1022 m−3 = 1.14 × 1016 cm−3 .

Initial Rise of TSP190

1021 m-3 )

16

Trap State Density (

The extraction of Nt using integration is applied
to most illuminated TSC measurements, with
the distribution of Nt values extracted from 16
reference cells shown in Fig. 4.5. The figure
includes the standard deviation and the standard error of the mean, to illustrate the relatively wide spread around the mean value of
(9.9 ± 1.8) × 1021 m−3 . Here and in the following, the uncertainty given is the standard error of the mean rounded to two decimal places.
This lower limit of the trap state density agrees
relatively well with literature values around
1 × 1024 m−3 . The two orders of magnitude difference are easily explained by this method only
providing a lower limit of trap states attributed
to one small energetic depth range causing the
distinct peak. Other measurement techniques
often only allow the distinction between shallow
and deep trap states, regardless of their exact
energetic distribution.

1021TSC, Integration

14
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Fig. 4.5. Summary of lower limits for trap state densities extracted
by integrating TSP190 for 16 reference cells. Here and in the following
summarizing plots, the darker area
illustrates the standard error of the
mean, while the lighter area illustrates the standard deviation.

When only considering the exponential rise of the early, initial release of trapped
charges, as described in eq. (3.4), the trap state energy can be extracted from a
simple Arrhenius-type fit of the initial rise of the peak. A fit to the rise of the
first peak after PT of a reference cell is shown in figure 4.7, demonstrating good
agreement between the data and the fit with Et ≈ 230 meV.
The robustness of this evaluation approach makes it applicable to most illuminated
TSC measurements and the extracted trap state energies for 17 cells are shown in
Fig. 4.8, resulting in a mean value of Et ≈ (242 ± 44) meV.
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Fig. 4.6. The area under TSP190 in the TSC measurement of a reference cell is integrated
to provide an estimate of the trap state density.
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Fig. 4.7. Linear fit to an Arrhenius-plot of the initial rise of the first TSC peak versus
1/T to extract the energetic depth of the trap state from the slope following
eq. (3.4).
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TSC, Initial Rise

Trap State Energy (meV)

Baumann et al. report higher values (around
500 meV) using the same evaluation method,
which could be explained by differences in the
MAPI films. These variations in fabrication
could shift the trap state energy or the position of the phase transition peak (PTP), which
strongly influences the extracted Et via an overlap of PTP and TSP190 (see appendix A.2.2)
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Single Fit of TSP190
Using eq. (3.6) the current caused by a discrete
100
trap state can be fitted, assuming a slow retrapping of free charge carriers. This assumption is
Reference
valid to extract the trap state energy and density here, since it does not have a strong influFig. 4.8. Summary of trap state
ence on the peak position, but mostly governs energy depths extracted from an
the shape of the peaks higher temperature flank. Arrhenius fit of the initial rise of
TSP190 for 17 reference cells.

Fitting a reference cell as shown in Fig. 4.11, illustrates the validity of the assumption by the good quality of the fit and the shape. As free fitting parameters the trap
state density nt0 , energy Et , and attempt-to-escape frequency ν0 were used. The
fit agrees very well with the experimental data, which was the case in most measurements analyzed using this method. As seen in the fit results given in Fig. 4.11,
the attempt-to-escape-frequency ν0 is significantly lower than values extracted from
IS of 1 × 1011 Hz in this work (see 3.6.3, appendix A.3.1) and literature [107]. The
low ν0 in TSC fits was necessary to allow good fitting of the sample data, particularly to achieve the broadened shape of the peak, which is strongly influenced by
lowering ν0 . One possible explanation here is the temperature-dependence of the
attempt-to-escape frequency, which is neglected in the TSC approximations, due to
the small temperature range fitted. Another likely explanation is that the overlap
with adjacent features or measurement artifacts (such as thermal delay or screening/quenching due to the other solar cell layers) actually leads to a broadening of
the peak, which is compensated by a decrease in the attempt-to-escape frequency.
It is possible to use a fixed value for ν0 around 1 × 1010 Hz, which results in fitting with much larger errors and a shifted trap state energy by around 150 meV to
500 meV. To allow good fitting the evaluation in this work was performed including
the variation of ν0 . Its value then describes the real peak shape, including all ar-
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tifacts and overlap with other features, diverging from the physical meaning of the
attempt-to-escape-frequency. This explains the strong deviation from other values
for the attempt-to-escape-frequency.
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Fig. 4.9. Summary of trap state energy depths Et extracted from a fit
of the TSP190 for 16 reference cells.

Fig. 4.10. Summary of trap state
densities Nt extracted from a fit of
the TSP190 for 16 reference cells.

The extraction of Et and Nt using the fitting method can be applied to most illuminated TSC measurements, resulting in reasonably well fits by choosing the fitting
range carefully. An overview of extracted trap state energies using the fitting method
on TSC traces of 13 reference cells is shown in Fig. 4.9 including the standard deviation and the standard error of the mean, centered around (345 ± 25) meV. The
summary of extracted densities Nt is shown in Fig. 4.10 resulting in a mean value
of (8.4 ± 1.2) × 1021 m−3 . If the curves suffer from a large amount of noise or the
features are close together, the fitting range has to be reduced to the range closely
around the the peak maximum, since the trap states influence is strongest there [93].
Simultaneous Fit of TSP190 and TSP230
A typical TSC curve as shown in Fig. 4.4 shows not only one but two peaks after the
PT, which suggests two deep trap states of discrete energy levels. Using eq. (3.6) it
is possible to model each peak and use the sum of both to allow simultaneous fitting
of both trap states as shown in Fig. 4.12. This results in values for two distinct trap
state energies, densities, and attempt-to-escape frequencies. The trap state densities
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Fig. 4.11. TSP190 in the TSC measurement of a reference cell and a fit (red) using eq. (3.6)
with the density of initially filled traps nt0 , the trap state energy Et , and the
attempt-to-escape frequency ν0 as fit parameters.
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Fig. 4.12. Simultaneous fit (red) of TSP190 and TSP230 for a reference cell. The densities
of initially filled traps nt0,1/2 , the trap state energies Et,1/2 , and the attemptto-escape frequencies ν0,1/2 were used as fit parameters.
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of both peaks differ here by less than an order of magnitude and the energetic depths
are only separated by 30 meV in this case. On the other hand the attempt-to-escape
frequency differs by two orders of magnitude between the two peaks. Although the
values for Et and Nt for both traps are in the range of literature values (see section
2.3), the difference in trap state energy is small compared to the wide range of values
extracted for different samples. This suggests that the attempt-to-escape-frequency
is mostly varied during fitting to account for the change in temperature-position
and shape between both trap states, instead of the energetic position. This method
is thus only presented as a possible evaluation method which should be improved in
the future, for example by constraining the attempt-to-escape-frequency strongly to
allow for a correct extraction of both trap state energies.
Approximation of PTP
As seen above, the overlap with the peak at the phase transition (PTP) can strongly
influence the results extracted for trap states and the rise of this feature overlaps a
shallower trap state at around 120 K (TSP120, pink box in Fig. 4.4). A fit of PTP
using eq. (3.10) derived in section 3.5.3 can be performed to subtract it from the
signal and correctly separate trap state and PT features. Since the derivation is
still preliminary and not optimized, this analysis was only performed on one TSC
trace as an example. The fitting was most accurate on the illuminated trace and
was ultimately intended to be used on such to distinguish the PT from trap features
and is thus not presented for any dark traces. The final equation, derived from
eq. (3.10), for the polarization current Ipol used to fit PTP was
Ipol

Ndip Eeff
= Aβ
kB



µdip
sech
(T − Tshift )



Eeff µdip
kB (T − Tshift )

2
,

(4.7)

with the scaling factors of active area A and heating rate β, the effective field Eeff ,
the dipole moment µdip , temperature T , transition temperature Tshift , and density
of dipoles Ndip [97, 98]. As initial guesses to the fitting parameters the effective
field Eeff was approximated as the built in field of the solar cell of around 2.67 V/m
and the temperature Tshift was guessed as 161 K, where the PTP is declining for this
sample. The density of dipoles as well as the dipole moment were chosen to allow for
good fitting and good representation in feature size in Fig. 4.13. The fitting of PTP
for a reference cell results in the values given in the Fig. 4.13. Birkhold et al. suggest
that the PTP is connected to the dipoles of methylammonium cations in MAPI [20],
so results extracted here are compared to literature values and approximations for
that species. The density of MA cations in the perovskite can be approximated from
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Fig. 4.13. PTP of a reference cell (blue) and fit (red) using the approximated equation
of the effective field approach. The turquoise trace shows the remaining TSC
signal after subtraction of the fit, presenting a small peak at around 116 K.

the lattice constant [27] as 1 × 1028 m−3 , which is three orders of magnitude larger
than the number of dipoles of Ndip ≈ 2.3 × 1025 m−3 extracted here. This can be
physically explained by the fact that not all dipoles may contribute to the resulting
polarization current, for example because a large number of dipoles is not aligned
perpendicular to the surface of the film and thus does not contribute to polarization.
The fitted value of the effective field is slightly larger than the built-in field, which is
likely a result of neglecting the polarization term in eq. (3.7). The extracted dipole
moment of 7.1 D = 2.37 × 10−29 Cm is much larger than 2.3 D = 7.67 × 10−30 Cm
extracted in literature for the dipole moment of a MA+ cation [27]. Combining
the extracted dipole moment and density of dipoles results in a polarization density
P = µNdip = 6.34 × 10−4 Cm−2 = 63.39 nC/cm2 , which is an order of magnitude
higher than the value calculated by Birkhold et al. via integration of the polarization current in a dark TSC curve [20]. Possible explanations for this should take
into account, that the PTP is much smaller in the case of a dark measurement and
activation effects due to the pre-illumination could be involved [20]. Besides a release of trapped charges inherently linked to the reordering at the phase transition,
there are other reports that suggest the piezo- and ferroelectric properties of MAPI
change significantly due to illumination, which could in this approximation result in
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an overestimation of the dipole moment [115, 116]. Another possible explanation for
the larger dipole moment is that an ensemble of dipoles is ordered in domains and
their collective switching behaves like a large dipole moment in this approximation.
Since all fitting parameters are in similar orders of magnitude to the expected values,
this analysis could provide a starting point to better understand and approximate
the polarization current in MAPI perovskite.
After subtraction of the fit to the PTP the leftover TSC signal (turquoise trace in
Fig. 4.13) shows a small but relatively symmetric peak centered around 116 K, consistent with the observation of TSP120 in multiple samples. Even after subtracting
the PTP-fit, the signal of TSP120 was too low to fit, but it still indicates a shallow
trap state of energetic depth below 100 meV. The evaluation of this trap state still
depends very much on the goodness and validity of the polarization current fit to
PTP and its position, so it was not evaluated quantitatively in this work, but could
be the subject of future studies.

4.2.2 Temperature-Dependent Impedance Spectroscopy
The qualitative evaluation of temperature-dependent IS showed very similar features for all studied cells with three regimes in the AC conductivity spectra as
described in section 3.6.2 and one resolvable trap state peak upon thermal admittance spectroscopy evaluation (TSPIS) as shown in the range of 200 meV to 300 meV
in Fig. 3.13(e). Distinct changes only appear in the case of 5 % RbI, which are discussed in the respective section 4.3.4. Quantitative evaluation was thus performed
using the methods presented in 3.6 and is summarized here for the 10 reference cells
measured to show the applicability and reproducibility of both activation energy
extraction and trap state evaluation.
Reproducibility of Activation Energy Extraction
Using eq. (3.21) and the evaluation of AC conductivity spectra extracted from IS
data, it was possible to extract the values of activation energies for all measured
reference cells. A summary of Ea for the high temperature-regime attributed to
ion migration is shown in Fig. 4.14. All values fall in the range of literature values
presented in Tab. 2.1, with a mean value of (318 ± 25) meV.
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Reproducibility of Trap State Evaluation
Following the method of Walter et al. [4] presented in section 3.6.3, IS spectra are used to
evaluate trap state properties.
This method extracts the trap state density Nt
as a function of frequency and later energy,
which would require an additional integration
or fitting (often to a gaussian trap distribution)
to extract a single value for Nt (as performed
in literature [4, 108]). Due to low-frequency
noise and the overlap with artifacts at higher
frequencies this evaluation is not performed in
this work, so only the trap state energy Et is extracted here. Fig. 4.15 shows a summary of trap
state energies from IS, which are all in the range
of reported literature values given in section 2.3
and result in a mean value of (340 ± 27) meV.
Due to the smaller number of evaluated samples,
trap state energy variations only visible in the
case of IS evaluation should be examined closely
and ideally confirmed via a second technique or
a larger number of evaluated samples.

IS, Arrhenius

Activation Energy (meV)

380
360
340
320
300
280
260
240
Reference
Fig. 4.14. Summary of Ea for ion
migration extracted from a linear
fit to ln(σT ) versus 1/T following
eq. (3.21) for 10 reference cells.

IS, Admittance

Trap State Energy (meV)

They are lower than the values extracted via
theoretical approaches for MA-related mobile
ions [50, 55, 56, 66], even though similar values were identified as MA+ -ions in other experimental AC measurements [5]. As illustrated by
the scattering in Fig. 4.14 there is a significant
sample-to-sample variation in the extracted activation energy, which is assumed to result from
inadvertent variation of the MAPI film, that
influences the ion migration and conductivity
spectra. Due to this scattering, any change in
experimentally extracted Ea for a modification
should be examined closely as presented in section 4.3.1.

400

350

300

250
Reference
Fig. 4.15. Summary of trap state
energies extracted from the capacitive response of 10 reference cells in
IS measurements using eq. (3.29).
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4.2.3 Comparison of Trap State Evaluations and Methods
As shown above, both TSC and IS can be used to visualize the trap state distribution
and quantitatively extract the trap state density Nt and energy Et for one specific
trap level. The evaluation techniques are compared in the following.
Trap State Density
The trap state density Nt is extracted quantitively from TSC measurements using
integration and fitting techniques. A summary of values for 16 reference cells is

Trap State Density (m-3 )

1022

TSC, Integration

TSC, Fit

1022

Reference
Fig. 4.16. Summary of the trap state densities extracted from integration and fitting TSC
data of 17 reference cells.

shown in Fig. 4.16. The mean values of both methods, (9.9 ± 1.8) × 1021 m−3 from
integration and (8.4 ± 1.2) × 1021 m−3 from fitting, agree within their standard errors. Theoretically only the integration method should provide a lower limit, while
the fit includes the real number of trap states initially filled via illumination. Nevertheless, both methods are based on the same data and principle, indicating that the
fitting method should also be used as a determination of a lower limit. Physically
this can be explained by the fact, that only the filled trap states are probed and
some carriers could already recombine with present holes or already detrap at lower
temperatures. Thus taking the values as lower limits of trap density they agree well
with literature, taking into account the fact that in most other methods the densities
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of deep traps given might be caused by more than just this discrete trap state at
one energetic depth (see section 2.3). The larger sample-to-sample variation for the
integration technique is likely caused by the overlap with other features and artifacts
(in both positive and negative current direction), which strongly influences the area
below TSP190. These overlapping effects are still present in the fitting technique,
but the evaluation of the range closely around TSP190 reduces their influence on the
Nt evaluation.

Trap State Energy (meV)

TSC, Initial Rise

TSC, Fit

IS, Admittance

400

300

200

100

Reference
Fig. 4.17. Summary of trap state energies Et extracted from TSC via the initial rise,
eq. (3.4), and fitting, eq. (3.6), methods and from IS via the analysis of the
capacitive response, eq. (3.29).

The energetic depth of the main (i.e. TSP190 in TSC and the only resolvable TSPIS
in IS) trap state is extracted from both TSC and IS measurements, resulting in the
summarized values in Fig. 4.17. All three methods are centered in the same broad
range of 200 meV to 400 meV, which concurs with the literature ranges for MAPI
(see 2.3). The mean values of IS evaluation and TSC fitting around 350 meV agree
well, while the initial rise method results in lower values centered around 250 meV.
As mentioned before, the initial rise method should be the one most influenced by
the PTP directly before TSP190 and is thus likely to underestimate the trap state
energy. It can thus be concluded that using TSC and IS allows for the consistent
measurement of at least one discrete trap state with an energetic depth around
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350 meV. As this energy is much larger than thermal energy, 350 meV >> kB T , the
trap state is identified as a deep trap state in the material, which can serve as a
non-radiative recombination pathway under solar cell operation.

4.3 Modification of Precursor Solution
One possible origin of defects in metal halide perovskites are point defects like vacancies or interstitials and are assumed to strongly contribute to charge carrier trap
states, as well as possibly mobile ions (see sections 2.1.3, 2.2 and 2.3). To modify the
number and thus dominance of these defects the relative amount of constituents in
the precursor solution can be varied, which is proposed to effect the crystal defects
by changing the amount of available materials during crystal growth. For example
if one assumes iodide vacancies to be present in the polycrystalline film, an addition
of iodine or iodide containing reactants is assumed to decrease the number of iodide
vacancies. In literature perovskite has been fabricated in iodide-rich environments
or with precursors containing additional (lead) iodide [43, 73] to address this specific example, but variations of MAI have also been reported [88]. Following this
approach the ingredients of the precursor solution are varied here to contain excess
lead iodide (see section 4.3.1), excess methylammonium iodide (see section 4.3.2),
and excess iodine (see section 4.3.3) in comparison to the reference solution.
Another method of precursor modification is the introduction of foreign atoms, which
are likely candidates to substitute some constituents of the perovskite crystal, thus
changing material properties, including but not limited to the amount of certain
trap states or mobile ions. A common example are additional halides (chlorine, Cl;
bromium, Br), which may take the iodide position or even only assist crystallization and leave the film during annealing (as assumed here for lead chloride in the
precursor). Substitutions of the organic cation by materials (formamidinium, FA;
cesium, Cs; rubidium, Rb), which have similar sizes or tolerance factors to MA and
would occupy its site (A-site in Fig. 2.2) in a certain concentration have also been
employed [117]. To get a first insight into such a change in cation, the precursor is
modified by adding a small amount of rubidium iodide (RbI), which should result
in the incorporation of rubidium into the crystal structure as a cation [89].
The precursor fabrication and specific changes are presented in section 3.1.2.
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4.3.1 Excess Lead Iodide
The introduction of additional lead iodide into the perovskite precursor has been
reported to improve solar cell efficiencies and should change the amount of iodide
and lead vacancies [73, 88, 118]. The exact changes in fabrication are reported in
section 3.1.2, following the usual recipe but adding 5 or 10 % molar excess of lead
iodide (PbI2 ) to the precursor. This results in a perovskite layer still very similar in
crystallinity (see appendix A.1.2 for XRD data) and film morphology (see appendix
A.1.1 for SEM images) and working solar cells as shown in section 4.1. To evaluate
the impact of excess PbI2 on the trap state properties measured on full solar cells,
TSC and temperature-dependent IS are performed on at least three solar cells of
each modification.
Qualitative TSC Feature Evaluation
The dark TSC measurements of excess PbI2 cells resulted in very similar curves as
measurements on reference cells with a PTP and exponentially rising leakage currents
starting typically above 260 K. Illuminated traces showed the same features as
reference cells with small variations in the frequency of their appearance as shown
in Tab. 4.1. It is worth mentioning that TSP120 became more common in all samples
Reference
5 % PbI2
10 % PbI2

TSP120
6/20
1/5
2/3

TSP190
20/20
5/5
3/3

TSP230
13/20
1/5
0/3

Tab. 4.1. Frequency of the appearance of qualitative features in TSC measurements of
reference, 5 % PbI2 and 10 % PbI2 excess cells.

(including references) towards the end of this project, pointing to a consistent change
for all samples (for example in fabrication conditions) during this time. This distorts
the comparison for 10 % PbI2 samples, since most of them were measured late in
the project, so no claim is made towards the origin of TSP120. On the other hand
TSP230 did randomly appear throughout the whole project for references and other
modifications and only consistently disappeared for all three cells with 10 % PbI2 .
More statistics would be necessary to confidently claim TSP230 is directly influenced
by larger amounts of excess lead iodide and measurements on other modifications
are necessary to use this information to determine possible point defects causing the
second trap state. This discussion is picked up in section 4.3.3.
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Quantitative Evaluation of Trap State Properties
The summary of trap state densities extracted via integration and fitting of the
TSP190 in TSC measurements on reference and excess PbI2 cells are shown in
Fig. 4.18. A small increase in Nt for the values from integration for higher amounts
of PbI2 can be seen, which is contradicted by the good overlap of the mean values
of Nt extracted from fitting centered around 9 × 1021 m−3 for references and both
amounts of PbI2 .
Thus, it is not possible to draw the conclusion of increased

Trap State Density (m-3 )

TSC, Integration

TSC, Fit

1022

1021

Reference

5% PbI2

10% PbI2

Fig. 4.18. Trap state densities extracted from TSC data via different methods for solar
cells made with precursors containing excess PbI2 .

trap state density for higher amounts of excess PbI2 from the data gathered here
and more statistics would be necessary to specifically study possible changes in trap
state density caused by 10 % PbI2 , where they would appear the strongest.
The energetic depth extracted from TSP190 in TSC and TSPIS in IS measurements is
summarized for excess PbI2 cells and reference cells in Fig. 4.19. For all modifications
the results for each method overlap within their error ranges and all fall in the same
range within the range of literature values. Although more statistics are necessary
to confirm these results specifically for 10 % PbI2 , this suggests that a trap state in
the range of Et ≈ 350 meV is present in reference and excess PbI2 samples and its
energy does not significantly change with the addition of 5 % to 10 % PbI2 .
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Fig. 4.19. Trap state energies extracted from TSC and IS via different methods for cells
with excess PbI2 in comparison to reference cells.
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Fig. 4.20. Activation energies of ion migration extracted from IS measurements on cells
with excess PbI2 in comparison to reference cells.
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Evaluation of Ion Migration Activation Energy
The extracted activation energies for reference and excess PbI2 cells, shown in
Fig. 4.20, overlap within their standard errors, which suggests that they all describe the same or very similar processes. The mean value of the data extracted
for 10 % PbI2 with 340 meV is around 20 meV higher than the reference cells. Even
though the mean is just inside the error range of the reference distribution, this
could be taken as an indication of a higher activation energy for these cells without
further analysis. But this apparent difference does not suggest a reproducible, significant difference in activation energy, as illustrated by the direct comparison of the
Arrhenius plot to extract the activation energy for a reference and 10 % PbI2 cell
in a single batch shown in Fig. 4.21. The Arrhenius plot highlights that the errors

10 % PbI2

Reference
E a = 323

18 meV

E a = 340

25 meV

E a = 77.6

42 meV

E a = 43.4

25 meV

-7

ln( T)

-8
-9
-10
-11
-12
3.5

4

4.5
1/T (1/K)

5

5.5
10-3

Fig. 4.21. Arrhenius plot with linear fits extracted from IS measurements of a reference
and a 10 % PbI2 excess cell in the same batch.

given by the linear fits are very close to or larger than the apparent difference of
20 meV. These results suggest that there is likely no actual change in the activation
energy for 10 % PbI2 , but further statistics should be gathered to provide a more
significant sampling size specifically for 10 % PbI2 excess cells.
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4.3.2 Preliminary Results on Excess Methylammonium Iodide
The variation of the amount of cation-supplying MAI has also been reported and
studied in literature [88, 119]. Here, the amount of methylammonium iodidide was
varied by 5 and 10 % molar excess and preliminary TSC results on these cells are
presented here. It has to be noted that the amount of MAI in the reference precursor
is already much larger (4:1 ratio of MAI:PbI2 ) than the ideal stochiometry requires,
which has been shown to improve crystallinity in the vacuum-assisted film formation
[38]. Increasing the MAI thus could influence the crystallinity and film formation
much more than an increase of other constituents, which are much more likely
to be deficient in the reference precursors. Solar cells showed a decreased shortcircuit current density as seen in Fig. 4.3 and XRD and SEM data was collected
to check crystallinity and morphology respectively. The XRD spectra, presented
in the appendix A.1.2, showed only small changes in the width of the main peak
and further measurements, with higher resolution and subsequent data analysis are
necessary to determine if excess MAI introduces changes to crystallinity.

(a) Reference

(b) 5 % MAI

Fig. 4.22. SEM images of a reference and 5 % MAI excess films, showing a visible increase
in pinholes for the 5 % MAI sample.

Fig. 4.22 shows scanning electron microscope images of MAPI films on PEDOT:PSScovered ITO-substrates using reference and excess MAI precursors. As clearly visible
the number of pinholes is significantly increased for the 5 % MAI excess film, which
shows a change in morphology for this modification. Excess MAI is thus only presented with preliminary, qualitative results, since only one sample of each 5 % and
10 % was measured using TSC and no temperature-dependent IS data was collected.
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TSC Feature Evaluation
Dark TSC measurements on 5 % and 10 % MAI are compared to a reference cell in
Fig. 4.23. The PTP expected between 150 K to 170 K is decreased for the 5 % MAI
cell and almost quenched for the 10 % MAI cell. Both excess cells also show an

Reference
5% MAI
10% MAI

4

Current (pA)

3
2
1
0
-1
100

150

200
Temperature (K)

250

Fig. 4.23. TSC measurements without previous illumination for a reference cell and increasing amounts of MAI in the precursors.

earlier leakage current starting at 220 K, which could be linked to the pinholes seen
in SEM, since these are likely to facilitate leakage currents (see appendix A.2.2).
The illuminated measurements shown in Fig. 4.24 show different trends for 5 % and
10 % MAI. 5 % MAI excess show a similar PTP as the reference, while TSP190 is
increased and shifted to lower temperatures, which results in a stronger overlap of
both features and makes quantitative evaluation difficult. On the other hand for 10 %
MAI excess, both PTP and TSP190 are significantly reduced and broadened which
indicates an overlap of multiple features, possibly indicating a broader distribution of
trap states. It should be noted that the 10 % MAI excess cell was not stable under
TSC measurement conditions, showing a significant increase in noise broadening
and of the features for subsequent measurements. This highlights the necessity of
further measurements and possibly fabrication optimization to achieve stable cells
with excess MAI. However, these first results indicate that the addition of 10 % MAI
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Fig. 4.24. TSC measurements with previous illumination for a reference cell and increasing amounts of MAI in the precursors.

quenches the PTP, which is assumed to be connected to the collective switching of
ensembles of methylammonium (MA)-dipoles [20]. Due to the increased disorder in
10 % MAI films, an increased disorder of the orientation of the perovskite unit cell
in relation to the current direction perpendicular to the sample is expected. This
decreases the number of MA-dipoles with aligned polarizations and thus the current
caused by their collective switching.

4.3.3 Excess Iodine
Modifications of the precursor constituents PbI2 and MAI always include an additional amount of iodide, as well as the change in Pb- and MA-content. One option
to discern if any changes are linked to one species in particular is the addition of
iodide without variation of Pb/MA in the precursor. There have been reports on the
fabrication of perovskite using an additional amount of iodide or iodine-rich environments to change the solar cell performance similar to the inclusion of excess PbI2
in literature [43, 73]. A simple way to provide an iodine-rich environment or supply
excess iodide in the precursor can be achieved by mixing iodine into the precursor
solution. This simple change is not ideal, because it does not necessarily provide
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iodide ions I – , which could easily incorporate into the perovskite (as achieved in
[43]), but only bound iodine, I2 , that may also stay bound as I2 and not incorporate
into the structure. Nevertheless, the addition of 5 % I2 resulted in perovskite films,
which are similar to reference films and produced working solar cells (see section
4.1). Preliminary XRD measurements did not show any additional peaks, which
could be attributed to remaining I2 in the film (see appendix A.1.2). SEM measurements showed no changes in morphology for 5 % I2 excess (see appendix A.1.1).
From the present data it is thus assumed that at least a part of the iodide is incorporated into the crystal structure or if not it leaves the film during annealing and
does not remain as bound I2 . This should be studied further with detailed XRD
and SEM studies, to confirm that this modification provides additional iodide ions
in the perovskite crystal structure.
Qualitative TSC Feature Evaluation
TSC measurements on 5 % I2 excess cells showed all typical features, with the PTP
and all three trap states TSP120, TSP190 and TSP230 consistently appearing for all
measured traces. It is thus assumed that the simple addition of 5 % I2 does not
completely remove any specific trap state probed herein. The consistency of all
features for this modification even suggests that the excess I2 results in a higher
reproducibility in TSC features than present for reference samples, where TSP120
and TSP230 showed up irregularly.
Evaluation of Trap State Properties
Quantitative evaluation of the trap state properties for TSP190 and TSPIS evaluated
through capacitance spectra gained from IS (on three samples) was performed on
all measured samples of 5 % I2 excess.
Fig. 4.25 shows the summary of extracted trap state energies using the three available
methods, while Fig. 4.26 shows the trap state densities extracted from TSC. For both
parameters Et and Nt , there is small reduction of the mean values for 5 % I2 cells
when comparing values extracted by the same method, although the respective error
ranges overlap. This suggests that 5 % I2 excess has only a small influence (if any) on
quantitative trap state properties, as well as not qualitatively altering the trap state
distribution probed in TSC and IS. This forms a contrast to the qualitative results
for excess PbI2 , which suggested that 10 % PbI2 promotes a quenching of TSP230
in TSC. The first explanation could be the difference of excess iodide, where 5 % I2
is equivalent to 5 % PbI2 (which also did not consistently remove TSP230) but not
to 10 % PbI2 . The second explanation, promoted by the consistent appearance of
TSP230 for 5 % I2 , is that this trap state is not influenced by I2 but can be addressed
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Fig. 4.25. Summary of trap state energies Et extracted for reference and 5 % I2 excess
cells.
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Fig. 4.26. Distribution of Nt extracted for reference and 5 % I2 cells.
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through excess Pb. Point defects reduced by excess Pb, but not by I2 , include iodine
interstitials Ii or iodide antisites at a lead position IPb , which are likely to form deep
defects as presented in section 2.3 [79].
IS Features and Evaluation of Ion Migration Activation Energy
The IS measurements of three 5 % I2 excess cells did not reveal any features differing
from reference cells presented in section 4.2.2. The extraction of the ion migration

380

IS, Arrhenius plot for high temperatures

Activation Energy (meV)

360
340
320
300
280
260
240
Reference

5% I2

Fig. 4.27. Distribution of values of Ea extracted from IS measurements for reference and
excess 5 % I2 cells.

activation energy was performed as described above and resulted in the values depicted in Fig. 4.27. As shown the spread of the three values is wide from 237 meV to
344 meV, which overlaps with the literature spread, but allows no assumptions of
a consistent change in Ea for this modification in comparison to the reference cells
herein.

4.3.4 Additional Rubidium Iodide
As an extrinsic modification of the precursor rubidium iodide, 5 % RbI, was added
to the precursor. Rb+ has been used in literature to substitute an amount of MA+
cations and thus incorporate into the crystal structure as a sort of dopant, which
could stabilize the crystal and modify electronic mobilities and trap states [89, 117].
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The addition of 5 % RbI resulted in working solar cells measurable with TSC and IS,
while the perovskite film morphology changed to include more pinholes as visible
in SEM images (see appendix A.1.1). XRD patterns show the typical perovskite
pattern, which suggests that the perovskite phase is still dominant with this addition (see appendix A.1.2). Similarly to the MAI modification there is a broadening
of dominant peaks, which may suggest an increased disorder in the systems with
additional cation. This should be studied further by more detailed XRD and SEM
measurements to also identify influences on morphology. The assumption of incorporated rubidium into the perovskite structure is supported by the drastic changes
of curve shapes in both TSC and IS measurements of three 5 % RbI cells each,
presented in the following.
Qualitative TSC Feature Evaluation
Dark TSC measurements on 5 % RbI cells all showed a similarly reduced PTP and
earlier leakage currents as presented in the following. The illuminated TSC measure-
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Fig. 4.28. TSC measurements after previous illumination for a reference and three cells
with 5 % RbI in the precursor.

ments on three distinct 5 % RbI solar cells all showed a significant quenching and
split/double peak for the PT, sometimes even resulting in only a hardly discernible
bump in the dark measurement. The illuminated TSC measurements of all 5 % RbI
4.3. MODIFICATION OF PRECURSOR SOLUTION
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cells are depicted in comparison to that of a reference cell in Fig. 4.28 to illustrate
the different features in all three cases, with the difference in noise in the curves
attributed to inconsistent, uncontrolled sample or measurement conditions. The
5 % RbI measurements share a height reduction and strong broadening of the PTP,
negative current features in the range of 155 K to 230 K, and earlier leakage currents
starting between 210 K and 230 K. It is thus shown that the curves all significantly
differ from typical reference cells but the exact processes can not be identified reproducibly. To give a more detailed introduction into the altered features and possible
changes caused by the additional RbI, the measurement with the lowest noise level
is analyzed in the following.
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Fig. 4.29. Dark and illuminated TSC measurements of a reference and a 5 % RbI solar
cell. The range of the possible PTP is highlighted with a purple box , while the
typical trap state range after the PT is highlighted in yellow.

Fig. 4.29 shows a direct comparison of dark and illuminated TSC measurements on
this cell and a reference.
Firstly, the shape of the PTP is significantly changed both with and without previous
illumination. In the dark measurement, there is a double peak in both negative and
positive directions, which also sometimes happens for reference cells (see appendix
A.2.2). Reference measurements usually retain a sharp feature in one (mostly the
positive) direction, while the 5 % RbI cell shows a strong broadening in both di-
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rections. Similarly under illumination the peak (highlighted by the purple box in
Fig. 4.29), connected to the PT is much broader and less defined than it is for a
typical reference cells. The trap state features under illumination are changed as
well: If there is any peak before the PT it is overlapped by the PTP and thus can
not be identified. The typical trap state range (highlighted by the yellow box in
Fig. 4.29) after the PT shows a broad negative current feature instead, which is
interrupted by a reduction around 210 K similar in shape to a regular trap state
peak. It suggests that there is a process causing a negative current in the range of
170 K to 230 K, competing with a trap state in the usual temperature range for the
first and second peak after the PTP.
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Heating 5% RbI cell across phase transition
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Fig. 4.30. Real part of the relative dielectric constant  extracted from IS (top) and current for dark (dark purple) and illuminated (lighter purple) TSC measurements
(bottom) on the same 5 % RbI cell. The range expected for the position of the
PTP in TSC measurements is chosen on the higher temperature side of the PT
kink in Re() to account for the delay, from the fast heating rate in TSC in
comparison to the temperature-stabilized IS measurements.

Due to the quenched and split double PT feature in the dark TSC traces and the
overlap with other effects in illuminated traces, the temperature of the phase transition for this mixed cation/Rb-doped perovskite is not clear. To determine an
estimate of the phase transition temperature, following the approach in Fig. 2(c) in
[20], temperature-dependent IS can be used to determine the dielectric constant of
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the perovskite across the phase transition. The dielectric constant is extracted as
described in section 3.6.1 by using eq. (3.17). The real part is evaluated at 1 kHz
following literature [20] for IS measurements at fixed, stabilized temperature points
and shown in the top graph of Fig. 4.30, exhibiting a kink typical for a phase transition in a dielectric material centered around 150 K. IS measurements are performed
after thermal stabilization at each temperature value, which is in contrast to the
constant heating rate of 3 K/min used in TSC measurements. Thus in TSC measurements a thermal delay between the heating element and the sample is expected
to shift the central position of the PTP to higher temperatures by around 10 K to
20 K, highlighted by the purple range in Fig. 4.30. Fig. 4.30 allows for a direct comparison of the dark (dark purple) and illuminated (light purple) TSC curve (bottom)
of the same cell, which was measured for the analysis of the dielectric constant (top).
The features in this range can be linked to the phase transition, suggesting that the
broadened kink in the dark curve and the first positive peak in the illuminated curve
are linked to the phase transition, while the strong negative dip in the illuminated
case, is out of the range at higher temperatures. This feature could thus still be
a delayed effect of the phase transition on possibly light-activated polarizations in
the material, but it could also mean, that the feature is independent of the phase
transition and governed by its own activation energy. Negative currents in TSC are
commonly connected to polarization effects, such as the ordering and disordering
of the MA cation dipoles identified as the origin of the PTP by Birkhold et al. [20].
A change in polarization could also be achieved by the reordering of mobile defects
and subsequent accumulation at the interfaces, which could be explained by the ion
migration present in perovskites. However the negative current feature for 5 % RbI
starts at lower temperatures than ion migration in the studied perovskites, where
the onset of the ionic conduction was usually observed above 250 K. The negative
TSC feature in 5 % RbI should thus be investigated further to determine its origins
and possible connection to mobile defects.
Qualitative IS Evaluation
Three 5 % RbI cells were measured with temperature-dependent IS to study trap
state distributions and extract activation energies of ion migration. The IS measurement of 5 % RbI cells revealed significant qualitative changes in comparison to
the reference cells as illustrated by AC conductivity spectra taken at room temperature in Fig. 4.31 for a reference and 5 % RbI cell. The whole spectrum seems
flattened and ends in a much higher conductivity at low-frequencies, suggesting a
higher DC conductivity of the perovskite film. There are two plateaus: one clearly
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AC conductivity at 290 K
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Fig. 4.31. Conductivity spectra extracted from IS measurements on a reference and a 5 %
RbI cell.

pronounced centered around 100 Hz and another which appears like a smaller bump
around 1 × 104 Hz, already overlapped by the high-frequency artifact. The qualitative features in IS were reproducible for all measured 5 % RbI cells, which suggests
a consistent change in the processes probed via IS, discussed in the following.
Quantitative Trap State Evaluation
Due to the changed and negative features in TSC curves, only IS data was evaluated for trap state properties. Since IS spectra were also qualitatively changed,
the evaluation was more challenging as illustrated by Fig. 4.32. It shows the trap
state distribution calculated from a capacitive feature in the frequency-range usually evaluated for reference cells, which results in Et ≈ 260 meV, but it also shows
a deeper trap state at significantly higher energies. To determine the energy of
this trap correctly the real attempt-to-escape frequency of this trap has to be fitted
and used for calibration of the energy-scale, which in this case moves the second
trap to Et ≈ 330 meV. The correct evaluation of this trap state is hemmed by
the low-frequency noise commonly appearing in all measured cells, so only one 5 %
RbI cell could be evaluated. Fig. 4.33 shows the trap state energies extracted from
IS for three 5 % RbI cells in comparison to the reference values and indicates the
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Fig. 4.32. Trap state distribution calculated from IS data for a 5 % RbI cell.
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Fig. 4.33. Comparison of trap state energies extracted for reference and 5 % RbI cells,
with the second trap state energy (diamond) extracted from IS evaluation of
one 5 % RbI cell.
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second trap states energy for one cell with a diamond marker. The values for 5 %
RbI cells fall in the range of reference values and are below the mean values for
the reference distribution extracted from both fitting TSC curves and IS evaluation.
For the intermediate-frequency trap they also fall closely together, all three cells
within 2 meV around 264 meV, which could also be an analysis error governed by
the limited range in which this trap state is dominant, between the high-frequency
artifact and lower frequency second trap state. Nevertheless, the distinct changes
in IS measurements allow the identification of two trap states with energetic depths
Et around 264 meV and 330 meV from IS, while only one trap state is resolvable
for reference cells. It is thus assumed that the addition of 5 % RbI introduces at
least one additional, dominant deep trap state or completely alters the trap state
distribution via removing/shifting the trap state resolvable for reference cells and
replacing it by at least two trap states in a similar energy range. The introduction
of an extrinsic species such as Rb into the MAPI crystal is proposed to slightly
change the lattice parameters of the perovskite crystal [89, 117], which could shift
the energy levels of specific point defects (acting as trap states) or increase/decrease
the likelihood of their formation.
Activation Energy of Ion Migration
As seen above in Fig. 4.31 the shape of the AC conductivity spectra for 5 % RbI
cells is more complex than for reference cells.
In the low-frequency region there is likely an accumulation of carriers at the electrodes introducing blocking effects, which results in the cut-off in conductivity here.
The intermediate-frequency region, where reference cells show one plateau, is governed by a more complex response resulting in a lower plateau and middle plateau.
Fig. 4.34 shows the conductivity spectra at different temperatures and marks both
plateaus with diamonds and circles respectively. The extracted conductivities from
both plateaus are used to build an Arrhenius plot of ln(σT ) versus 1/T as shown in
the inset in Fig. 4.34, where linear fits are performed on possible temperature regimes
for both plateaus. In the case of the middle plateau, which is just pronounced as a
small bump for high temperatures and close to the high-frequency artifact, two linear
regimes can be seen in the same ranges as common for reference cells (180 K to 220 K
and 260 K to 310 K). The low temperature regime activation energy extracted from
the slope is much higher than typical for reference cells, which indicates either an
artifact caused by an overlap with the other lower plateau or an additional conduction process at lower frequencies. The lower plateau, indicated by diamonds, shows
three possible linear regimes, with two in the low-temperature range, which both
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Fig. 4.34. Conductivity spectra of a 5 % RbI cell with marked positions of the lower
(diamonds) and middle (circles) plateau. Inset: Arrhenius plot of the respective
conductivities and linear fits extracting the activation energies of ion migration
in possible temperature regimes.
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result in activation energies with large errors, but could be connected to the typical
low temperature regime electronic conduction overlapped with blocking effects on
the interfaces. The activation energy extracted from the high-temperature regime
is within the error range of the evaluation of the middle plateau. A distinction of
both processes is only possible, because of the different frequency ranges, where
they occur as resolved by the AC measurement technique. It is proposed that the
addition of Rb results in another mobile ionic species, which is stimulated at lower
frequencies but has a similar activation energy Ea within the resolvable ranges.
Due to the overlap of the activation energies of ion migration, extracted from both
plateaus, the middle plateau evaluation was chosen arbitrarily to be included in
the following summary and comparison to reference activation energies in Fig. 4.35.
There is a large spread in values for Ea ≈ 300 meV to 400 meV for 5 % RbI cells,

IS, Arrhenius plot for high temperatures

Activation Energy (meV)

400

350

300

250
Reference

5% RbI

Fig. 4.35. Summary of the activation energies of ion migration extracted from the hightemperature regime for reference and 5 % RbI cells.

which is likely due to the feature overlaps in these cells, since it influences the correct
selection of the plateaus central frequency and conductivity values. Further statistics
are necessary to decrease the error ranges and determine, if the high temperature
regime activation energy is on average higher than for reference cells.
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4.3.5 Conclusion
In this section TSC and IS measurements were used to investigate solar cells with
modified precursor solutions. TSC measurements of 10 % PbI2 excess cells, revealed
the consistent removal of TSP230, a feature associated with a trap state of an energetic depth over 350 meV. This feature was not modified for the addition of 5 % I2 ,
which suggests its modification is achieved by the larger amount of I2 in 10 % PbI2
or it requires the addition of Pb. Quantitative evaluation of the trap state densities and energies showed no consistent and only minor changes for excess PbI2 and
I2 respectively, suggesting that these modifications do not have a major influence
on the discrete trap levels measured as TSP190 in TSC and TSPIS in temperaturedependent IS. In contrast the preliminary TSC measurements on 10 % MAI excess
showed broadened features, suggesting an increased disorder and broader distribution of trap states. The largest effect on the trap state distribution was achieved
by addition of the extrinsic modifier RbI, which supplies Rb+ as a substitution of
the organic cation MA+ . The addition of RbI introduced an additional, deeper trap
state observed in IS measurements, which is proposed to be a result from the lattice
changes caused by the incorporation of Rb into the crystal structure.
Both the 10 % MAI excess and 5 % RbI quenched the PTP in dark TSC measurement.
This is proposed to be a result of increased disorder and possible morphology changes
in these films, indicated by SEM (see appendix A.1.1). The PTP is attributed to the
collective (re)orientation of ensembles of the MA-dipoles, so an increased disorder
in film would likely reduce the alignment of these dipoles and thus reduce the PTP.
The activation energy of ion migration extracted from IS was not consistently
changed for any variation in stochiometry, while the addition of 5 % RbI resulted
in strong qualitative changes in the conductivity spectra. This is assumed to result
from an additional mobile ionic species, introduced by the incorporation of Rb into
the crystal. The activation energies of both species were too similar to be resolved
with the applied methods here, but are an interesting subject for future studies.
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4.4 Film Surface Modification
The surface of any (poly)crystalline film provides opportunities for crystal defects,
since it presents a termination of the ideally infinite crystal structure and repetition
of unit cells. To target these surface defects passivation techniques can be employed
as presented in section 2.3.1. These modifications do not require changing the MAPI
precursor, but instead are employed on fully formed films from reference precursors.
To study the passivating effect of annealing the MAPI-C60 -LiF stack after evaporation, this annealing step is omitted and compared to references with TSC and IS
measurements in section 4.4.1 To address surface defects chemically, the Lewis base
Butylamine is used to passivate the perovskite surface before C60 evaporation and
the results are shown in section 4.4.2.

4.4.1 Post-Annealing of Perovskite-C60 -LiF Stack
After evaporation of the electron-transporting fullerene and interfacial layer an annealing step of 10 min is performed for reference cells, which has been shown to
improve device performance [38, 42]. For the samples presented here this annealing
step was omitted, which modifies the MAPI-C60 interface and should decrease the
interdiffusion of C60 into the grain boundaries. As seen in section 4.1 in Fig. 4.3
there is not consistent decrease in device performance without the so-called C60 annealing compared to reference cells. This could be a result of the large spread of
reference values and should be studied further with statistics on batches dedicated
to this modification, which is beyond the scope of this work.
Qualitative TSC Feature Evaluation
There was no consistent variation of the features observed in dark and illuminated
TSC measurements relative to the annealed references.
Quantitative Trap State Evaluation
The trap state density was evaluated for all cells without C60 annealing measured
with TSC using the integration and fitting methods on TSP190 and results are shown
in Fig. 4.36. The standard errors of the mean overlap again, even though a slight
trend suggests a lower trap state density without C60 annealing.
Similarly, the distributions of values extracted for the trap state energy shown in
Fig. 4.37 overlap and suggest no change in Et . There is an indication for a decrease
for results evaluated with the initial rise method in TSC, but since this value is
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Fig. 4.36. Summary of the trap state densities extracted from TSC measurements of
reference and cells without C60 annealing.
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Fig. 4.37. Summary of trap state energies extracted from TSC and IS measurements of
reference and cells without C60 annealing.
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strongly influenced by the overlap with the PTP, it has to be interpreted carefully
and further measurements would be necessary to confirm any significant changes.
Shao et al. used the extraction of trap state properties via IS to study the influence
of fullerene passivation and observed a decrease in trap states for the post-annealing
[42]. To directly compare their results (Fig. 3 in [42]) to the data presented here,
1020
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Batch 1, no annealing
Batch 2, reference
Batch 2, no annealing
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Fig. 4.38. Trap state distribution for variations in the annealing of stacks of MAPI and
top layers. (a) Nt extracted in literature [42] for different times of thermal
annealing. (b) Nt extracted from IS for two cells without C60 annealing (blue,
yellow) and the respective references (black, pink), showing shifts in position,
but no consistent de- or increase in trap state density. The traces are extracted
from measurements at 310 K, because of the lower noise and pronounced trap
features at that temperature. Image (a) taken from [42].

Fig. 4.38(b) shows the trap state distribution calculated from IS results, for the
references and cells without C60 annealing for two fabrication batches, which should
be compared to the orange and green curves in the literature figure. It illustrates
that in the case of the cells studied here the C60 annealing does not introduce a
reproducible change in either trap state density or energy, since in one case the
trap peak for the cell without C60 annealing is shifted to lower energies and slightly
higher, while for the other batch both trends are reversed. The summary of TSC
evaluation of Nt in Fig. 4.36 also shows a trend towards lower trap state densities
for cells without C60 annealing, which is in contrast to the increased Nt without
annealing reported in [42]. This indicates that the cells or evaluation methods in
this work differ from the results presented in [42], but a more detailed comparison
would require further knowledge about their measurement and evaluation process of
thermal admittance spectroscopy, which is not given in the publication. The shape
of the curves in Fig. 3 of [42] however suggest that the trap identified as “Band
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1” is strongly overlapped by the high-frequency artifact, which is purposefully not
evaluated here (but is shown for comparison in Fig. 4.38(b) in the energy range
around 230 meV). In bands 2 and 3 there is little to no difference in trap state
density of the samples with and without thermal annealing of the fullerene, which is
consistent with the results presented here using the same measurement technique.
Evaluation of Ion Migration Activation Energy
Temperature-dependent IS measurements of cells without C60 annealing showed the
typical features also recorded for reference cells. The activation energies extracted

IS, Arrhenius plot for high temperatures
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Fig. 4.39. Activation energies extracted from IS measurements of reference cells and cells
without C60 annealing.

from the high-temperature regime of the Arrhenius plot are given in Fig. 4.39 and
show a rather large spread mostly caused by a very low activation energy of 235 meV
recorded for one sample. This value is close to a similar outlier in the case of
reference measurements at 245 meV, which suggests that more statistics on samples
without C60 annealing are necessary to compensate such outliers, as is achieved for
the references by measuring 10 samples.
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4.4.2 Chemical Surface Passivation using Butylamine
A chemical surface passivation solution containing butylamine was applied on top of
the perovskite layer before resuming fabrication, which has been shown to improve
photoluminescence lifetimes and quantum efficiencies [84, 85]. As seen in Fig. 4.3
this passivation resulted in working solar cells, with a similar spread in performance
as references and no consistent changes in solar cell performance are visible. This
indicates that a study with further optimization would be required to determine, if
this passivation can positively impact the device performance as seen for pyridine
passivation in [41].
Qualitative TSC Feature Evaluation
The samples passivated with butylamine were measured with TSC and consistently
showed a changed shape of the PTP in dark measurements, while illuminated traces
had the typical features also observed in reference cells, appearing with regular
frequencies.
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Fig. 4.40. Dark TSC measurements of a reference (black) and Butylamine-passivated
(green) MAPI solar cell.

The dark measurements of a reference and a Butylamine treated cell are depicted
in Fig. 4.40, illustrating the full flip of the PTP, which was observed for two out
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of three samples. The remaining sample exhibited the double peak also observed
occasionally in reference cells, with an increased amplitude an broadening in the
negative direction for the Butylamine sample. Interestingly, all illuminated TSC
measurements did not show this flip or any changes in the PT shape in comparison
to the reference cells. For a subsequent dark measurement after the illuminated
measurement, the PT flip still remained consistent for the passivated cell. This
suggests that the origin of the PT flip is not lastingly removed by low temperature
illumination, but instead is only overlapped, quenched or removed in the specific
case of pre-illuminated measurements.
It has been proposed in [20], that the PTP is caused by the (de)polarization of the
organic cations upon heating and cooling across the phase transition. The flipped
PTP observed for butylamine-passivated cells is assumed to be still related to the
phase transition and the polarization effect, since it consistently appears around the
phase transition temperature. A polarization current in negative direction is at-

Fig. 4.41. (a) Clarification of current direction in a TSC measurement: Positive current
signifies the direction of photogenerated charge carriers leaving the device (at
short-circuit-current) following the built-in field. (b) Upon heating of a reference cell, MA-dipoles oriented towards the film surface depolarize and release
accumulated electrons from the top electrode, resulting in a positive current.
(c) Due to the surface passivation the net polarization in the film is flipped,
resulting in the accumulation of holes at the top electrode and their release
upon heating, resulting in a negative polarization current. Image based on
[20].

tributed to domains of MA-dipoles oriented in the opposite direction than primarily
observed in reference cells, as illustrated by Fig. 4.41 [20]. One explanation for the
flipped current is thus, that the surface passivation is able to switch the dominant
orientation of MA-dipoles. This serves as an argument, that the polarization current is in itself largely dependent on the surface of the material, more specifically
the domains of MA-dipoles at the surface. Following this approach, it is assumed
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that any polarization domains in the bulk of the film compensate and only the domains at the surface result in a net polarization unequal to zero. A modification of
the surface then directly addresses the origin of the measured polarization current.
The specific mechanism of how the passivation layer affects the dipoles and thus the
polarization current should be subject of further investigation. One possible mechanism is that the electron-donating passivation supplies a thin negative charge layer,
which directly turns the MA-dipoles in the top layer of the film. Alternatively the
butylamine may be passivating one species of charged defects at the surface, which
otherwise promotes the typical orientation direction of MA-dipoles in reference cells.
A third option would be that both orientations of domains are present in both passivated and reference films, but the passivation layer is able to shield the effect of one
(the one typically dominant for reference cells), while amplifying the other. Since
no further measurements were performed to confirm this model, these explanations
serve only as first suggestions and should be studied further. Future investigations
can for example start with the application of poling biases as presented in [20] or
the implementation of other (also electron-accepting) surface passivating agents (see
5.2).
Quantitative Trap State Evaluation
Fig. 4.42 shows the quantitative evaluation of the trap state density of the first peak
after PT in illuminated TSC measurements and the main trap peak extracted from
IS measurements on reference and Butylamine cells. Good agreement is seen in
the mean values of the distributions, which suggests that there is no change in the
density of this trap state.
The trap state energies for reference and Butylamine cells extracted from TSC and
IS are compared in Fig. 4.43 and also show an overlap of the distributions, suggesting
no consistent change in Et of this trap state either.
These results suggest that the dominant trap states measured with TSC and IS are
not qualitatively or quantitatively changed by a chemical surface passivation. This
could implicate that the deep trap states measured are connected to bulk defects
and not influenced by surface passivation. Further studies on the validity of this
conclusion should be conducted by increasing the probed number of samples and
possibly employing other surface passivation techniques, such as the use of different
Lewis bases, which are shown to have a larger influence on device performance [41].
To confirm that surface trap states are actually passivated with the employed treatments on the studied perovskite, photoluminescence lifetime measurements should
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Fig. 4.42. Summary of the trap state densities extracted from TSC measurement on reference and Butylamine-passivated cells.
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Fig. 4.43. Summary of the trap state energies extracted from TSC and IS measurement
on reference and Butylamine-passivated cells.
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be conducted for multiple reference and passivated films, to get statistics on the
expected lifetime improvements.
Evaluation of Ion Migration Activation Energy
IS measurements on cells with butylamine passivation showed features typically
observed for references and could thus be evaluated for the ion migration activation
energy. The results of the evaluation of three measurements on butylamine cells
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Fig. 4.44. Summary of the activation energies extracted from IS measurement on reference and Butylamine-passivated cells.

and the reference range are shown in Fig. 4.44. Both distributions overlap within
the standard error of their mean, so any changes should by confirmed using more
statistics. The mean value of the ion migration activation energy presented here
is higher for surface passivated samples. It is proposed, that mobile defects on the
surface are bound by the passivation and no longer contribute to ion migration.
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KAPITEL 5

Conclusion and Outlook
5.1 Conclusion
The focus of this work was the evaluation of trap states and ion migration in MaPbI3
solar cells using thermally stimulated current and impedance spectroscopy measurements. A detailed investigation of defect manipulation by variations in the precursor
and surface modification was performed. The results advance the understanding of
the measured trap states and mobile ionic species, which serves as a basis for future
investigations of the influence of defects on the operation in photovoltaic devices.
The application of both techniques to MAPbI3 -perovskite cells has been tested and
verified with reproducibility studies on both qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the results. The presented results show that thermally stimulated currents
(TSC) and impedance spectroscopy (IS) most likely probe deep, bulk trap states,
reproducibly including one discrete level of around Et ≈ 350 meV >> kB T . The
evaluation of conductivity from IS allows to determine the activation energy of ion
migration, centered around Ea ≈ 320 meV for samples probed herein.
Modifications of the perovskite precursor allowed for changes of the stochiometry and
the introduction of rubidium as an extrinsic modifier to the crystal structure. Surface modifications were used to address and study surface defects, both via fullerene
passivation and chemical surface passivation using the Lewis base n-butylamine.
This allowed to determine the impact of surface and bulk defects on the trap states
measured in TSC and IS, showing no consistent changes for both surface modifications. The deep trap states measured are thus likely not related to the passivated
surface defects, while precursor modifications were able to alter measured features,
suggesting a connection to bulk defects and/or film morphology.
The application of butylamine surface passivation had however interesting effects
on the polarization current at the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition in
TSC measurements without previous illumination, introducing a full or partial flip
of the peak direction in comparison to reference cells. This shows that there is likely
an intimate relation of this feature to surface effects and possibly even to surface
defects passivated by butylamine.
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The addition of 10 % PbI2 was observed to reproducibly suppress a second, deeper
trap state measured in TSC but introduced no consistent change in the ion migration
activation energy as measured here. This indicates that this deep trap state is not
correlated to a dominant ionic species. The biggest impact on TSC and IS features
was achieved via Rb incorporation which provides initial experimental evidence,
that Rb introduces additional trap states and ion migration pathways. These are
proposed to be a result of the distortion of the crystal lattice and the introduction
of additional mobile ionic species. Rb cells should be optimized further to improve
reproducibility and study morphology changes.
Overall, first insights were gained on the correlation between ion migration and trap
state properties via the application and verification of measurement techniques for
both effects and a first screening of modifications targeting specific defects. The
measured activation energy was not significantly increased or decreased for any
modification, which may suggest one persistent mobile ionic species, that is not
altered, even when the trap distribution or polarization effects are changed. The
possible correlation between ion migration and trap state properties remains an
interesting open question, which should be investigated further.

5.2 Outlook
The work presented here provides a good basis for future investigations of the correlation between ion migration and trap states. The resolution of the ion migration
activation energy, given by an uncertainty of 30 meV of the mean value, did not allow
the determination of any changes for the presented cell modifications, so additional
methods to confirm this effect would be welcomed. Suitable techniques to observe
changes in ion migration and activation energy for full cells would for example be
temperature-dependent JV measurements (to study the current-voltage-hysteresis)
[55] and transient capacitance [51]. Employing a perovskite film with lateral electrodes (see section 3.7.2 and appendix A.4.1), temperature-dependent DC conductivity [60] and SKPM [57, 58] could confirm results gained from solar cells and allow
for a more detailed picture of the movement of ionic charges.
To improve the analysis of data presented here the measurement and determination of the built-in field and depletion width via Mott-Schottky plots should be
performed. This analysis requires measurement of the capacitance at an AC perturbation frequency on the dielectric plateau at different DC biases and the correct
identification of regions in the resulting plot [104]. This measurement can be per-
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formed using the regular IS setup and should be performed either on each particular
cell or on a number of cells to determine a statistically reliable mean value.
Rubidium is presented here as a working extrinsic modifier of the perovskite structure, but resulting features in TSC measurements are not reproducible. This may
be related to the instability observed for the increase of cation-supplying MAI in
the MAI excess cells, which were shown to include a changed film morphology with
more pinholes. An optimization of the fabrication process for cation-modified precursors should precede any further studies on them, since the pinholes and changed
morphology may have a large impact on measurements. After achieving pinholefree films of similar grain size as the reference MAPbI3 , the cations influence on ion
migration and polarization effects could provide insights into the possible addition
of another mobile species and the cation reorientation.
In addition to the surface passivation techniques presented in this work, other Lewis
bases could be employed to study their effects on the phase transition peak and trap
states. Octanethiol, readily available in the lab, is another Lewis base, in this case
sulfur containing, which could confirm that the nature as a Lewis base is significant
to the flipping of the PT peak. As another contender among passivations, the vapor treatment with pyridine has been shown to have a positive impact on device
performance, so it would be interesting to study its effect on TSC and IS measurements [41]. An interesting option would also be the application of electron accepting
passivations, which have also been shown to efficiently passivate the perovskite surface and improve device performance [120]. All treatments, including butylamine
presented in this work, should be confirmed as surface passivating agents by photoluminescence lifetime and photoluminescence quantum yield measurements.
To address the correlation between ion migration and trap state properties, the
techniques presented here should be applied to film variations expected to induce
a significant change in one or more of the probed parameters. Changes to trap
states probed with TSC (with lateral Ag electrodes under a constant DC bias)
have been achieved via introducing oxygen with a controlled partial pressure into
the measurement atmosphere [121]. This could be transferred to both TSC and
IS measurements to study the influence of changes in the atmosphere to trap state
properties and the ion migration activation energy.
Another promising modification would be the variation of grain size which has been
reported to change the activation energy of ion migration far beyond the uncertainty ranges reported here [59]. Such an increase in grain size could for example
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be achieved by changing the film fabrication (for example two-step versus solvent
annealing as shown in [59]) or by post-treatment of the film with methylamine gas
induced healing [90]. All changes would have to be confirmed by checking morphology for example via SEM imaging and optimizing fabrication to provide working
solar cells, fulfilling the criteria introduced in this work.
A combination of the variation of grain size and surface or grain boundary passivation techniques could also confirm that the methods presented here probe trap
states originating from bulk defects. Variation of the dominance of grain boundaries, combined with surface passivation, could reveal trends in the measured trap
state and ion migration properties governed by these parameters. The variation of
the dominance of grain boundaries could highlight and their possible passivation. A
change in film morphology would thus be an interesting modification, likely inducing
a change in activation energy as well as possibly complex changes to the trap state
properties.
These future approaches are expected to increase the understanding of trap states
and ion migration in hybrid perovskites, which could be implemented to improve
stability of solar cell devices and advance the development of innovative new applications.
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KAPITEL A

Appendix
A.1 Additional Tables and Data
A.1.1 SEM Images of Perovskite from Modified Precursors

(a) Reference

(b) 10 % PbI2

(c) 5 % I2

(d) 5 % MAI

(e) 5 % RbI

Fig. A.1. SEM images of films with all precursor modifications excess films.
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A.1.2 XRD Patterns of Perovskite from Modified Precursors
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Fig. A.2. XRD patterns of perovskite films prepared from modified precursors. The top
illustrates the difference in height of the main peaks, while the zoomed view in
the bottom shows that no significant further peaks appear for any modification
in this preliminary measurement.
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A.2 Additional Information on TSC
A.2.1 Thermal Response of Trapped Charge Carriers
The thermally stimulated release of charge carriers in deep trap states at temperatures far below the range where they would be considered shallow T ≥ kEBt is not
intuitive. To clarify the derivation of the probabilities, rate equations and typical
time constants are presented here for a trapped electron in a deep trap state of depth
Et .
The electrons bound to the trap state actually have a Maxwell-Boltzmann energy
distribution dependent on the given temperature T of the system. At a temperature
T the probability that an electron bound to a trap state posseses an energy equal
to the difference between trap level and conduction band minimum is given by
p1 (T ) ∼ exp(−

Et
).
kB T

(A.1)

For clarification: The probability of one specific electron being released into the
conduction band is below 1e ≈ 0.3679 at all temperatures below Te = kEBt and gets
lower and lower for lower temperatures, but never reaches zero. The electron is additionally characterized by the trap states’ attempt-to-escape frequency (see section
3.6), which can be included as a prefactor to extract the probability of releasing one
electron per second
p1/s (T ) = ν0 exp(−

Et
).
kB T

(A.2)

Not only one electron is bound to the trap state, but a number of bound electrons
nt,# can be expected, which are each released with the given probability. Overall
the rate of electrons released from the trap state is thus
prate (T ) = nt,# ν0 exp(−

Et
).
kB T

(A.3)

The quantitative analysis of TSC measurements now requires the derivation of rate
equations for free and trapped charge carriers. In the case of a semiconductor with
a density of states in the conduction band NC and the aforementioned trap state
properties the density of electrons bound to trap states nt is thus reduced at any
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temperature by the term


dnt
dt


= nt NC σc ν0 · exp(−
detrapping

Et
)
kB T

(A.4)

which describes the fact that a density of nt electrons is constantly exposed to the
probability p1 scaled by the trap prefactor given by the attempt-to-escape frequency
and the capture cross section to be lifted into the available conduction band states
NC . The density of trapped electrons nt is meanwhile constantly increased by the
(re)trapping of electrons from the conduction band given by


dnt
dt



(A.5)

= nC (Nt − nt )σc ν0
(re)trapping

with the density of trap states Nt and the number of free electrons in the conduction
band nC . This number is also reduced by an additional term describing recombination which is commonly quantified by the lifetime τ . The resulting rate equations
are
Et
dnt
= −nt NC σc ν0 · exp(−
) + nC (Nt − nt )σc ν0
dt
kB T
dnC
nC
dnt
=−
−
,
dt
τ
dt

(A.6)

which describe a solution for nC to be entered into the temperature dependent
conductivity in eq. (3.2) for the analysis of the thermally stimulated current IT SC .
To give some quantitative approximations for the influence of released carriers at
different temperatures a trap state of Et = 340 meV, ν0 = 106 s−1 , and trap state
density of nt = 1016 cm−3 results in a number of nt,# = 4 × 1010 electrons bound to
trap states. This will result in the following orders of magnitude for the probabilities
at different temperatures:
p1
p1/s
prate

100 K
10−18
10−12
10−1

150 K
10−12
10−6
105

200 K
10−9
10−3
108

300 K
10−6
1
1011

Which in the specific case of T = 300 K leads to a rate of kdetrapping ≈ 1 s−1 for
the detrapping of one electron. For solar cells in operation and thus under illumination, this process competes with the non-radiative recombination of trapped
electrons with free holes in the valence band, which occurs with a rate on the order
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of krecombination ≈ 106 s− 1 [96]. This estimation explains why a deep trap state influences device performance negatively, since the non-radiative recombination dominates, even if there is a probability for detrapping even for deep defects. Nevertheless
at 200 K in a TSC measurement there is a sufficient number of detrapped carriers
to cause the thermally stimulated current signal. Due to the absence of free holes in
a TSC measurement (performed in the dark), there is no non-radiative combination
dn
pathway and the detrapping rate of an electron of dtt,# = kdetrapping ≈ 10−3 s−1 dominates. The current caused by the detrapped electrons in the conduction band at
one specific temperature of 200 K can thus be roughly estimated using eq. (A.6), assuming all detrapped carriers leave the film in the time τ . This thermally stimulated
current is
IT SC (200 K) ∼ A · E · q · µ · τ

dnt
≈ 10−11 A,
dt

(A.7)

with all variables used as above. The parameter values used as estimates for perovskite are A = 1 × 10−5 m2 , E = 4 × 106 V/m, µ = 1 × 10−4 m2 /Vs, τ = 1 × 10−9 s.
The order of magnitude of 10 pA fits well to the measured TSC values, which indicates the validity of the analysis of such deep trap states at temperatures far below
the temperature Te = kEBt .

A.2.2 Qualitative Features in Reference Cells
TSC measurements regularly show a number of features discussed below with the
frequency of their appearance for reference cells during this project. Deviations from
these features usually happened without an apparent reason and are likely caused
by uncontrolled changes during fabrication and transport (through air). A possible
remedy to reduce this variation would be to load and fix samples into the cryostat
in the nitrogen-filled glovebox. This was not peroformed during this work, since the
glovebox atmosphere is also not consistently stable and the cells are exposed to air
for short times during and after fabrication anyways.
Current Offset
Since TSC measurements are performed with zero-bias, the current should be zero
or equal to the noise level, apart from features resulting from trap states, polarization effects or articfacts. This is commonly the case, with the typical current level
of below 5 × 10−13 A, for example in the range of 105 K to 115 K, which is above
the liquid nitrogen anomaly (see [100]) and below the PT peak or any trap states
appearing before. For some cells however, this current was significantly shifted by
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more than 1 × 10−12 A upwards or downwards, which could not be linked to any
solar cell values and did not seem to indicate any consistent change in features.
Of course the current offset influences any values, specifically those of trap state
density through integration and has to be subtracted before evaluating, whenever
it is significant. For the 20 measured reference cells, current offsets ≥ 1 × 10−12 A
appeared for 7 cells.
TSP120 Appearance
Towards the end of this project an additional trap state peak appeared in illuminated
TSC measurements, right before the PT peak, partially overlapping that feature,
which was still dominant. Close analysis of older data showed that sometimes a
bump was present at a similar position, indicating a possible trap state peak, which
was then mostly hidden in the rise before the PT. The trap state peak before the
PT was clearly observed in 7 out of 20 samples.
Shift in PTP position
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165

Temperature (K)

The temperature of the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition (PT) in MAPI-perovskite
is reported at around 160 K temperature [20,
36], but the exact position can vary due to the
differences in film processing and the grain size
of the studied material. The peak assigned to
the PT (PTP) in dark and pre-illuminated TSC
measurements is prone to variation in position,
exact shape and changed in between the first
and subsequent measurements on one measurement day (see [100, p. 25f., p. 37ff., p. 57,
sections 4.1.3., 4.1.8., 6.4] and [20]). This shift
due to thermal cycling can be explained by the
formation and retention of polarizable domains
[20]. Eliminating this effect by evaluating never
the first and usually the second or third measurement of the day there remains a variation
in PTP position between 150 K to 167 K in between samples, which is depicted in Fig. A.3.

TSC, PT position

160

155

150
Reference
Fig. A.3. Temperature positions
of dark TSC measurements with a
heating rate of 3 K/min for 14 reference cells, measured after at least
one previous thermal cycling on the
same day. The colored boxes show
the standard deviation and standard
error of the mean.
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It should be noted that outliers are still possible and the PTP position is still prone
to variations as a result of fabrication conditions.
PTP Flip and Pre-Dip
The typical shape of the PTP is a positive, shark peak during dark and illuminated
TSC measurements, on top of any current offsets or negative current trends. Deviations from this behavior include a full flip of the PTP direction, which was only
observed for the surface passivated cells (see section 4.4.2). Additionally, an irregular number of cells in multiple modifications showed a double-PTP, or a pre-dip
in negative current direction before the main PTP in positive direction. This was
observed in 6 out of 20 reference cells and could not be linked to any particular
fabrication or measurement detail. It is assumed and noted in [20] that this double
peak is caused by polarizations in opposite direction within the MAPI film.
Negative Current Trend
There was a negative current easily observable after the PTP in most dark measurements, which also started before the PTP in 8 out of 20 reference samples. Two other
cells had such high current offsets/leakage currents that instead of the negative current a positive offset was present above the PTP. Due to its overlap with artifacts
such as offsets and leakage currents, no conclusive claims can be made to the origin
of this current. One explanation would however be a slow releasing polarization
current, resulting from a reordering of charges in the material. An origin of such a
polarization effect could for example be the slow migration of ions over the whole
measurement range.
Exponential Leakage Current
The exponential leakage current ocurrs in most TSC measuremnts when approaching
room temperature in both dark and illuminated measurements. It typically starts
in the range of 260 K to 270 K and is sometimes randomly reduced for subsequent
measurements to appear later or have a lower amplitude. No consistent reasons or
reporducibility was found for this effect. 6 out of 20 cells showed earlier starting
temperature below 260 K, while 2 cells had high leakage currents much earlier almost
over the whole temperature range.
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A.3 Additional Information on IS
A.3.1 Temperature-Dependence of the Attempt-to-Escape Frequency
As mentioned previously the energy scale of the trap state distribution is calculated
from an Arrhenius-type plotting and fitting of the peak maxima positions in the
derivative spectrum. This is based on the eq. (3.26), where the Arrhenius-plot
adresses the exponential term. The prefactor of the attempt-to-escape frequency
(A.8)

ν0 = σc νth NV /C ,

may also include temperature-dependencies, which in analysis are prefactors to the
maxima position before plotting the Arrhenius-behavior. For inorganic semiconduc-

ln( max /T2) or ln( max )

no T dependence
T 2 dependence

5
0

1.44

0
0

2.1

1011 Hz

1010 Hz

-5

-10
3

3.5

4

4.5
1/T (1/K)

5

5.5
10-3

Fig. A.4. The position of the maxima extracted from the derivative of the capacitance
versus frequency for different temperatures are plotted to either be temperature
independent (blue) or include a T 2 -dependence. This results in different values
for the attempt-to-escape frequency derived through a linear fit. In the case of a
T 2 -dependence derived prefactor has to be multiplied by T 2 again to represent
the attempt-to-escape frequency, which is done at 200 K for these calculations.

tors both the thermal velocity νth , and the density of states in the valence/conduction
band NV /C have a temperature dependence as νth ∝ T 1/2 and NV /C ∝ T 3/2 resulting in a temperature dependence of the prefactor of ν0 ∝ T 2 [122]. Including this
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squared temperature in the analysis of the maxima position may result in a changed
value for both the attempt-to-escape frequency and thus the trap state energy. In
this case the attempt-to-escape frequency has to be extracted at a specific temperature, where 200 K was taken here to simplify comparison with TSC data. Instead
of including the temperature-dependence, it can also be assumed that due to the
presence of the temperature in the exponential term in the emission factor this term
is dominant over the T 2 -prefactor [111]. Fig. A.4 shows the analysis of the maxima
position including and excluding the temperature dependence of the prefactor. Both
methods allow for a relatively good fit of the values for temperatures above 280 K,
which is reasonable regarding the noise in the derivative spectra at lower frequencies,
which strongly alters the important peak signal at lower temepratures. The extrac-

Nt(E) (m -3 eV-1))
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9
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1018

7
6
5
4
no T-dependence, 310 K

3
340

T 2-dependence, 310 K
360
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Energy (eV)
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480
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Fig. A.5. Trap state density versus trap state energy extracted from IS data measured
at 310 K using a fit of the attempt-to-escape frequency including (blue) and
excluding (red) a T 2 -dependence of the attempt-to-escape frequency in determination of the energy scale.

tion of the attempt-to-escape frequency for both methods shows a larger ω0 = 2πν0
for the extraction without temperature-dependence, with both being in the range of
values reported for organic (109 Hz) to inorganic semiconductors (1012 Hz) [111]. As
a result of the different ω0 , the energy scale for the trap state distribution is shifted
as illustrated for the traces extracted from the measurement at 310 K (possessing
the lowest noise and containing the same information as lower temperatures on the
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Fig. A.6. Multiple results of attempt-to-escape frequency ω0 and trap state energy extracted from IS measurements on reference MAPI cells, including(blue) and
excluding (red) a T 2 -dependence of the attempt-to-escape frequency. In the
case of T 2 -dependence the attempt-to-escape frequency is given at 300 K.

energy scale) of the same sample and shown in Fig. A.5. The smaller ω0 also leads
to a smaller energetic depth (as the center of the shown trap state peak), here a
value of around 460 meV in the case of no temperature-dependence of ω0 is reduced
to 420 meV for the square dependence. This trend is consistent for the evaluation
of the IS measurements on ten samples, produced in the same way as references
in different batches. Since all extracted trap state energies and attempt-to-escape
frequencies are in the range of reported literature values (see section 2.3 and [107,
108]), the present data offers no indication as to which evaluation method should
be used.
Physically for MAPI-perovskite both assumptions could be valid: The T 2 -dependence
is derived for inorganic semiconductors, which could be a valid approximation for
perovskites since for example the top of the valence and the bottom of the conduction band are mostly made up of the orbitals of inorganic components and thus
the inorganic constituents strongly influence electronic behavior [15, 123]. On the
other hand, hybrid perovskite is not simply inorganic and many effects can not be
explained without participation of the organic cation. It could thus be a safer assumption to exclude the prefactors temperature-dependence, since the exponential
term and its relative dominance is the same for both types of materials. Duan
et al. [108] do not give a value for the attempt-to-escape frequency, but choose
the T 2 -dependence when extracting trap state properties for perovskite, which is
also chosen in other references [107] and likely used by others, not mentioning the
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method explicitly [42, 87]. From the data shown, their extracted attempt-to-escape
should be around 108 Hz at room temperature, which is significantly lower than explicitly reported values of around 1 × 1011 Hz by Samiee et al.[107], but in the range
of the values extracted in the work presented here. This illustrates the duality in
hybrid perovskite, which presents challenges to many evaluation methods. In this
particular work the T 2 -dependence is used to evaluate the trap state properties from
IS, to simplify comparison with the literature explicitly reporting all extracted values [107]. The knowledge that these extracted values tend to be lower than in the
other evaluation case is important, specifically when comparing the results to other
evaluation methods, which do not include any temperature-dependence (see section
4.2.3).
Extraction of the attempt-to-escape frequency from TSC and IS
One major difference in the evaluation methods used to evaluate trap states from
TSC versus IS Spectroscopy results is the treatment of the attempt-to-escape frequency. As presented above, the attempt-to-escape frequency in inorganic semiconductors inherits a temperature-dependence of T 2 . In the emission factor, which is
probed during thermal admittance spectroscopy, this is often assumed to be negligible compared to the exponential term [111]. Nevertheless in this study the T 2 dependence was included to improve fitting and comparability to literature. In TSC
fitting the attempt-to-escape frequency ν0 of the trap state is also used as a fitting
parameter, without any temperature-dependence. The first argument towards this
follows the same as for the emission factor, since eq. (3.6) also includes multiple
exponential terms in T , which may well dominate the behavior. As a second argument, the trap state in TSC is evaluated by fitting the current in the temperature
range around the peak maximum, which usually is a range of only 40 K to 50 K. In
this relatively small range, it is reasonable to assume a temperature-independent ν0 .

A.4 Results on Additional Structures, Modifications and SbSI
A.4.1 TSC Results on Lateral Structures
TSC measurements were performed on lateral structures of MAPI films prepared
from reference solution on glass, topped with gold electrodes of 10 um distance.
Both dark and illuminated measurements applying 0 V, as usual for solar cells, or
a small bias 0.35 V, did not show any features and only noise as seen in Fig. A.7.
Applying a higher, arbitrarily chosen voltage of 3.5 V resulted in observable features
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Fig. A.7. Illuminated TSC measurements of lateral structures when applying zero or a
low bias.
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Fig. A.8. Dark and illuminated TSC measurement of lateral structures applying a higher
voltage.
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which were distorted from those typical for solar cells as seen in Fig. A.8. It should
be noted that when applying a voltage during the measurement, trap states should
be filled at low temperatures with and without illumination (see section 3.5).
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Fig. A.9. Full TSC measurements of lateral structures at different voltages, showing an
usual high temperature feature.

The full TSC measurement trace for higher voltages shown in Fig. A.9 revealed an
unusual feature at higher temperatures close to room temperature. In the case of
8 V the feature centered around 270 K appears similar to a large, broad trap state,
which would have a much larger energetic depth than the commonly observed trap
states in solar cells.
The measurement on older samples (13 days) didn’t show any features, except the
high temperature leakage current for any applied voltages and were assumed to have
degraded in some way. Further TSC studies on these structures should be conducted
using fresh samples and different biasing conditions to study both the polarization
effect at the orthorhombic-tetragonal phase transition specifically in the vertical
direction and the passivation of surface defects.
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A.4.2 TSC Results on Annealing Modifications
The exact crystallization and most likely also the surface composition of the perovskite film is influenced by atmosphere, temperature, time and general circumstances
during the annealing after spincoating mentioned in 3.1.

After illumination @ 78 K
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Fig. A.10. Illuminated TSC measurements of cells fabricated for variations of atmosphere
and temperature during the second part of MAPI annealing.

Hao Hu showed how the surface of the perovskite or the contact to the C60 layer
on top can be influenced by variation of the atmosphere during the second annealing step [124]. The studied modifications were annealing in glovebox atmosphere
(under N2 -flow), equivalent to the cells studied in this work and a confined N2 atmosphere, by putting a small petri-dish on top of the sample. This can result in
a VOC improvement of around 100 mV for the finished solar cell, suggesting some
beneficiary surface modification, like the formation of a surface dipole [124]. To
study a possible influence on the traps measured via TSC, three solar cells prepared
using this modification were measured in TSC and are shown in Fig. A.10, though
no reproducibilty or additional characterization studies are presented here.
There is a temperature shift between all samples, which is attributed to normal
sample-to-sample variation or uncontrolled differences in measurement such as the
thermal contact of the sample and the heating element in the cryostat. No qualita-
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tive changes can be observed in the measured features, which is a first indication that
any improvements in VOC may not be related to changes in the deep trap state distribution probed in TSC. To confirm these preliminary results more measurements and
reproducibility studies would be necessary. These measurements illustrate however,
that small changes in VOC cannot necessarily be resolved via TSC measurements
and a multi-method approach is advised to determine the physical origins of such
changes.

A.4.3 TSC and IS Results on SbSI-based Solar Cells
One of the strongest features in TSC curves for the studied MAPI is the orthorhombic-to-tetragonal phase transition (PT-peak) at 145 K to 175 K, which is discussed
in 3.5.3. This peak phase transition is identified as a polarization current and is
attributed to the (re)orientation of the organic cation [20]. However, a possible
ferroelectricity of MAPI is still under debate and could be investigated by direct
comparison of measurements on known ferroelectric materials.
One such material is antimony sulfoiodide (SbSI), which can be used as solutionprocessed, active layer in solar cells of similar structure to MAPI cells and would
thus be an ideal candidate for comparative studies [15, 99, 125, 126]. SbSI (in
its single crystalline form) has a known ferrolectric phase transition around room
temperature 295 K, which allows easy access to surrounding temperature regime
[125]. Preliminary TSC and IS measurements on SbSI solar cells are shown in this
section to show its potential and the applicability of TSC and IS to study its phase
transition. All samples in this section were prepared by Sara Sand and measured
roughly 3 months after fabrication, there was no signifcant decrease in solar cell
performance as verified JV-measurements, which shows the good stability of SbSI
cells.
Dark and illuminated TSC measurements of a SbSI cell are shown in Fig. A.11,
showing a complex response dominated by a broad negative current feature with a
peak position around 290 K. Due to the broadness of this peak and the noise at
higher temperatures the phase transition temperature for the fabricated thin films
used in the solar cell structure should be investigated further. As a first method to
determined the phase transition, temperature-dependent IS was performed across
the full temperature range to extract the dielectric constant. Fig. A.12 shows the behavior of the real part of the dielectric constant across the suspected phase transition
around 295 K.
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Fig. A.11. Dark and illuminated TSC measurements on a SbSI cell.
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Fig. A.12. Real part of the dielectric constant of SbSI measured via IS on a solar cell and
evaluated at a frequency of 1 kHz.
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No clear kink is visible in the curve suggesting that the phase transition might be
shifted or this method is not suitable to determine the correct position for this
material.
The illuminated TSC measurement in Fig. A.11 additionally shows two positive
current features overlapping the retaining negative current peak. It is assumed that
they stem from trap states, resulting in peaks centered around 210 K and 270 K,
which should be studied further to confirm their position and origin and analyze the
attached trap state properties. At higher temperatures around 340 K (despite the
absence of the exponential leakage current persistent in MAPI cells) evaluation is
difficult due to the appearance of noise.

A.4. RESULTS ON ADDITIONAL STRUCTURES, MODIFICATIONS AND SBSI A17
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